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News In Brief
Car drives from Mexico to Canada
on $15 in gas; averages 103.7 mpg
SEATTLE (AP) — A sleek, red car with doors reminiscent of
gull wings drove from Mexico to Canada on $15 worth of gas, winning a fuel efficiency rally with an average of 103.7 miles per
gallon.
The Avion, driven by its designers, Craig Henderson of Bellingham and Bill Green of Berkeley. Calif., beat the prototype
Viking VI from Western Washington University. which finished
Wednesday with an average 89 mpg on the 1,759-mile trip.
"We were a bit surprised ourselves at the car's performance
and mileage," Henderson said. The high-performance Chrysler
gasoline engine normally in the hand-built, $30,000 car was
replaced with a Volkswagen four-cylinder diesel engine for the
Three Flags Econorallye event, he said.
The car beat last year's record of 88.2 mpg.
The best mileage the Avion logged was 114 mpg from Eugene to
Portland, Ore., Henderson said. The rally began Aug. 5 and
,finished Wednesday. with the cars set to appear Friday on
display at Expo 86 in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Elsewhere...
11) the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — U.S.. officials are, announcing the largest
drug war ever along the Mexican border following a visit by the
president of Mexico, but an Army general says Cuba is also in_
-volVed-irrthe drug trade-.
--WASHINGTON — The Senate is hearing agreement on sanctions against South Africa, adding a%an on textile imports and
withdrawing a threat to beat down the price of South African gold
by selling off American gold reserves.
WASHINGTON — Amid a dispute among who best represents
the public will, the House is driving toward completion of a Pentagon budget that would sharply limit major Reagan administration defense programs.
- -- - ENTERPRISE, Ore. — After 70 straight hours of firefighting,
Dede Hathhorn went home to a mountain clearing transformed
overnight into a bustling backwoods community where she could
shower, have a steak dinner and charge everything from
shoelaces to sweatshirts to her U.S. Forest Service account.
WASHINGTON — The visit by Mexican President Miguel de la
Madrid appears to have come off without a hitch but
U.S.-Mexican relations continue to be plagued by an undercurrent of uneasiness.
MARSHFIELD, Mass. — For singles, there is something new
in the supermarket aisles besides frozen dinners.and soup-forone. Love and lust, as never before.
DAUPHIN,Pa. — A year ago, David Brumbaugh gave himself
up for dead after learning he had bone cancer. Depressed. he
headed for a special vamp for young cancer patients, where he
thought campers would sit around pitying each other. He figured
wrong.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's nominations of William
H. Rehnquist to be the nation's next chief justice and Antonin
Scalia to fill a Supreme Court vacancy are in position fOr expected Senate confirmation next month.
Today's highlight in history: On Aug. 15, 1914, the Panama
Canal opened to traffic
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Council sets
1986 tax rate,
rezones tract

City board
adopts new
taxing rate

Ordinances setting the 1986
tax rate and rezoning property
on Eighth Street were enacted
by the Murray City Council
Thursday.
The action came during a
relatively short regular session
of the council.
The tax rate of 37.09 cents per
$100 valuation is 0.91 cents lower
than last year's levy. Because of
growth in the eityr-the lower tax
rate is expected to generate
about $9,000 more than last year.
The city property tax is expectea to generate about
$614,000 for the-general fund. Included in the levy is 0.0391 cents
earmarked ` for the police and
firemans.pension fund.
The property at Eighth and
Nine Streets was rezoned from
residential used to professional
office use following a recommendation from the Murray
Planning Commission.
The property is just south of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital campus.

Robert Glin Jeffrey, superintendent of the Murray School
System, made recommendations to the board during the regular
meeting Thursday. In addition to conducting several items of
business, the board also recognized several Murray students for
their achievements.

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Education held a public hearing for the
tax rate for the 1986-87 school
year prior to a regular meeting
Thursday evening.
There was no discussion in the
hearing and the board approved
a general fund tax rate of 24.6 on
real estate and personal property, a special voted tax rate of 8.1
from real estate and personal
plOperty_and a..3..1--tax_ rate-formotor vehicles.
"I don't really think there will
be too much realized" out of property owners pocketl?ooks. said
Sheila Shaw, school business
administrator.
During the regular meeting.
the board recognized several
students for their achievements.
Students recornized by :the
board included Ryan Malone.
Murray Middle Schools student
((5.rit'd on page ?)

Reagan will order replacement for Challenger
WASHINGTON (AP — After
agonizing over the decision for
months, President Reagan is
ordering a replacement for
space shuttle Challenger and
hinting that he will announce the
step on Saturday.
There was no official announcement from the White
House, but a senior administration official, asking not to be
Identified, confirmed Reagan ,
has directed that a start .be
made on the $2 billion spaceship.'
It will be completed in 161112

and dedicated to military flights
from Vandenberg Air Force
Base, an industry magazine says.
The president hinted at a
White House picnic Thursday
night that he will make the announcement in his weekly radio
address.
"Wait 'til Saturday," he told
reporters who asked about the
shuttle.
Reagan rejected the suggestions of some advisers to ban
commercial satellites as shuttle

cargo, deciding instead to allow
some such satellites on a selective basis, Aviation Week and
Space Technology Says in its
Aug. 18 edition.
A highly placed NASA official
who did not want to be identified
said those cargoes could include
satellites that would serve
foreign policy interests.
"There may be nations that
we would want to curry favor
with," he said.
The official said space agency
executives have anticipated that

the shuttle will be built on a .
reduced time schedule and will
be based at Vandenberg in
California.
"The Air Force needs a high
performance vehicle which can
be built through weight-saving
design and technology that was
not available in the original
shuttle conStruction." the official said.
The new shuttle will have
lighter-weight electronics.
(Cont'd on page 2)

House approves Treasury credit increase
WASHINGTON (AP I — The
House approved an emergency
credit increase for the Treasury
on Thursday, setting up a confrontation with the Senate over
plans to strengthen the GrammRudman budget-balancing law.
The $73.3 billion borrowing
boost was passed 216-199 after
the House defeated an attempt
by House Republicans to force
action on a cost-cutting package
that Democrats opposed. That
sent the measure to the Senate,
where action on it was expected
Friday.
. •

The Treasury has exhausted
its statutory debt limit of $2.079
trillion. Unless Congress approves an increase before leaving this week for its Labor Day
recess, the government might
default on its obligations, according to Treasury officials.
Democrats, saying it would be
dangerous to mix the debt increase with Other issues, killed a
Republican plan to pass about $7
billion in spending cuts before
taking up the debt bill.
"Congress should not leave
town for three weeks before it

shows it is serious about deficit
reduction." said Rep. Delbert L.
Latta of Ohio, ranking
Republican on the House Budget
Committee.
But House Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Dan
Rostenkowski, fl-Ill., said the
debt bill needed speedy passage.
or the Treasury might be forced
to use Social Security trust funds
and default on some of its
obligations.
House Democratic Leader
Jim Wright of Texas promised
the House would complete

necessary budget cuts when it
returns from the recess.
Republicans shouldn•t "cram
down our throats something that
we haven't even examined or
understand." he said.
The Republican initiative was
blocked on a 244-178 procedural
vote.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neil Jr. said earlier Thursday
he was not sure the House can
defeat Senate efforts. expected
Friday. to attach an automatic
ont'd on page?)

Attendan'ce
incentives
approved by
county board

By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
A series of attendance incen
tives will be in place this year in
the Calloway County School
System.
The county board unanimous!y approved a package
Forecast
presented by Director of Pupil
Today, hazy, hot and humid
Personnel Jim Nix. -In the
with a 20 percent chance of
package, daily announcements
afternoon thundershowers.
in each of the county system's
Highs in the lower 90s. South
schools will be made recognizwind 5 to 10 mph. Tonight,
ing classes with perfect attenpartly cloudy with a 30 perdance, and each student in the
cent chance of thundersystem with perfect attendance
showers and lows in the lower
year-Ayill ber.troateikfo.a
70i.11.reradtIttiWitia7na
- xonst beef sitridwietrft.rit
,
v at-a
cray, Motifty rtoddy with -a .417local restaurant.
percent chance of thunderIn the elementarjr schools, atshowers.
tendance banners will be given
to the room having the highest
LAKE LEVELS
attendance for each school
Kentucky Lake
357 4
month. and a bicycle will be
Barkley Lake
357.4
ICtint'd on page 11
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ATTENDANCE PLAN OUTLINED - CallowTh Counh Schools Director of Pupil
Personnel Jim Nix
outlines part of the system's attendance ineenthe plan fopr the I986S7
school year at yesterday's
Calloway County School Board meeting. Roast beef dinners, pizzas
and bicycles are part of the awards
RA &liable for perfect attendance this year.
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County hoard...
0

(('onrd from page 1)
given away at the end of the
school year through a drawing
to a student with perfect attendance for the year.
At the high school and middle
school, perfect attendance for
the first five weeks will be good
for free admission to the Laker
varsity fbotball game with
Union County September 26:
students with perfect attendance for the first semester will
be eligible for a drawing for one
of five movie pass books to local

FRIDAV. Al:lit ST 15. 19/46

theatres and one of 10 16-inch
pizzas at a local restaurant.
Later, a bicycle will be awarded through a drawing to a student with perfect atteneddance
for the year.
According to Nix, the incentive package will cost $1,500 to
implement. Board Chairman
Walter Byars said he had heard
no negative comments about the
attendance incentive program
last year; all the comments he
had heard were favorable.
Professional liability insurance for the school ,system's
three psychometrists — Doris
Conner. Joy Waldrop and Jerri
Harrell — was also approved at

Three Paris. Tenn.. men were injured early today when this
pickup truck went out of control on U.S.641 S. and struck a utility
pole. Driver of the truck. Gary Fowler, 23, told Tennessee State
Trooper H. G. Edwards (inspecting wreckage) that he "must
have fallen asleep." Randy Mart. 25, and Wesley Lamb, 26,
passengers in the vehicle, were also taken to Henry County
Medical Center for treatment of injuries. The accident took place
about 1.5 miles south of Hazel. Edwards said DUI charges would
be filed against the driver.
Staff pima* by time Mc('utchron

a cost of $84 per person per year.
Pychometrists are extensively
involved in student testing and
should be covered by liability insurance. Rose said.
The board also approved paying an installment of E37.705 to
Cleaver Construction Company
of Murray for work on the additions to the high school and middle school, and approved a payment of $6,839.95. or half the
balance due on the gymnagium
floor at the high school to Little
Ploor Company. Superintendent
Dr. Jack Rose said the balance
will be paid when the floor company repairs the discolored
spots on the floor.
"There are spots where
there's a little green cast, but
the work has basically been
satisfactory." Rose told the
board.
A change in tournament
scheduling for the high school
speech team was also approved.
Speech team coach Larry
England said a plan to attend
fewer, but tougher, tournaments
against stiffer competition will
better prepare his team for the
national championships in Cincinnatti at the end of the school
year.
Last year. England said, his
team finished 15th out of 586 at
the nationals. This year, with 14
seniors on the team, he's going
for the national title.
"I'm convinced that we have
the potential to win the national
championship with this
schedule," England said.
Board member Robert
McDaniel asked if the team will
be a.ble to reamian competitively. sharp by dropping from 14

Open Daily 10-10 Sunday 12-7
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tournaments to eight, butt
England said the "burnout" problem could be avoided by going
to fewer, but more prestigious.
tournaments.
In classisfied personnel matters, the board approved hiring
Ruth Ann McLemore, Shirley
William B. (Bill) Miller has
Garrison, LaDon Haley. Shelia
been recognized as an outstanLencki and Tonya Wells as
ding Kentucky Educator by the
teacher's aides: Rachel Johnson
Kentucky Educational Foundaand Billy Travis as bus drivers;
tion and Alice McDonald,
James Grooms and Angie
Superintendent of Public
Glisson as substitute bus
Education.
drivers: Lou Jean Pierce and
Miller was awarded a cerRachel Johnson as substitutes in
tificate of appreciation for
the food service program. and
distingushed service to educaGreg Delancey on a contractual
tion in Lexington, April 5, 1086 at
basis in the arts program.
a reunion of the Commonwealth
In certified personnel; Ann
Institute for Teachers, a group
Lough was approved to teach
of outstanding Kentucky
choral music at the middle
teachers selected by the State
school and high school, and Dan
Department of Education. He
Thompson was approved as
was nominated for this honor by
boys cross country coach; and
Mrs. Ila Brown,an alumni of the
Gretchen Gilkey was approved
Commonwealth Institute for
substitute
a
teacher.
as
Teachers.
A letter of resignation from
Miller has been involved with
Cyndy Carrot from the cafeteria
education since 1945, when he
program was accepted. She was
became a teacher at Golden
elected as a full-time teachers'
Pond Elementary School:From
aide at the last board meeting.
there he came to Calloway County to teach and coach at Kirksey
High School. He later moved to
Almo High School as teacher'
and coach. He then became principal of Almo High School, but
(Cont'd from page 1)
continued to teach a class or
Gramm-Rudman budget cut
two.
mechanism to the emergency
In 1960 he became the first
debt ceiling bill.
principal of the newly con"I'm not that confident at all,"
solidated Calloway County High
O'Neill told reporters. "It's goSchool. He still has fond
ing to be a hard vote if and when
memories of his principalship at
it comes back."
CCHS.
The Senate has already apFrom there he became assisproved a similar amendment to
tant superintendent and then
a long-term debt bill.
superintendent of the Calloway
County Schools from 1969-1976.
While he was superintendent the
elementary schools were
consolidated.
After his retirement as
superintendent, he came back to
serve as assistant superintendent for one year and to teach at
North Call9way for one year.
BetaiiSe
ItTve-!Or' the youth
of Calloway County Re decided
to apply for a job as bus driver
— this would enable him to have
contact with students, but-not-tie
_him down to a full timejob. Hs_
-continues ,to drive the-bus and
loves every minute of it.
One of Miller's philosophies
concerning,
education is that
students learn from a variety of
experiences other than textbooks. Field trips. observa
tions, and other types of handson activities are important to a
well-rounded education.
Field Day was considered an
important event at the end of
each school year.,during the fifties, by both teachers and,
students. This day consisted of
many entertaining and competitive events in which students
Save 36°
from the five county high
schools (Almo. Concord, Hazel,

iller recognized as
outstanding educator
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Apple Preserves
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$I Rebate
With purchase of one Welch s
squeezable spread and Super
man peanut butler

Murray Head Start will accept
applications and register all
children eligible for Head Start
classes on Monday and Tuesday,
Aug. 18 and 19, from 9 a.m. to 4
Registration will be in Early
Childhood Center on Murray
State University Campus on
North 16th Street. A parent or
responsible adult is required to
attend registration.
Registration information is required each year so that a corn-
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Kirksey and Lynn Grove)
entered and competed.
-In 1955, Field Day was held at
Almo High School, where Miller
was principal. One of the events'
for the day was a play put-on by
some Almo students and
directed by Mrs. Lucy Lilly. The
play, called "The Flivver Family," included Willie .Jackson,
Charles Mason McCuiston,
D'irphene Herndon and
Geraldine Wilson Duncan as
characters. A drawing of an old
car was made on cardboard, and
the characters were seated in
chairs with the "car" around
them. There was an unexpected
turn of events during the performance and some of the "family"
was accidentally turned upside
down in the car.
However, this play went on to
win a district championship,
came in second in the state competition at Louisville, and auditioned for the Ted Mack
Amateur Talent Show on
television.
Miller has been , active in
many- professional and •civic
organizatilins, including: the
West Kentucky Administrators
Club, West Kentucky Secondary
Principals Association.
Callaway -County Education
Association, KEA, NE& - Mwray State Alumni Association,
Kappa Delta Pi, Temple Hill
Masonic Lodge, Murray
Woodmen of the World Camp.,
Kentucky Association of School
Administrators and _order of the
Kentucky Colonel.
_ _He is an active member of the
Flint Baptist Church, where he
is a songleader, deacon and Sunday School teacher.
M liter and his wife Sue have
three sons; Billy, Ken and Mark.
Their grandchildren include;
Tammy, a senior at Calloway
High; Amy, a junior at
Calloway: Alan and Angie, both
at Calloway Middle School.

Murray Head Start to register
eligible students next week

City board...
•

William B. Miller

Wont'cl from page 1)
who participated in the Space
Agency Camp in California. The
board vote'd to pay Malone $400
to offset his expenses.
Megan Stroup reported on her
activities during the State and
National Speech Contests.
Michelle Garland also participated in the speech contests
and was named Outstanding
Speech Student in Kentucky, according Mark 'Etherton. Murray
Higti_ speech teacher. Garland
was not present at the meeting
but board members expressed a
desire to invite her back at a
later date.
Also.GeneCook and Scott Gordon, Murray Middle School
students reported on their project in the State and National
History Contest. Jody Borge.
Murray High School student also
participated in the history contest but was unable to attend.
Dr. Richard Hazier, director
of the Super Saturday program
at Murray State University,
thanked the board for allowing
the summer program to use he
MHS facilities. "It was a Mee
thAt
In al5Pteciat1on for The
cooperation of tie Murray
Board. Hazier donated some
computer software to the Murray School System.
Bill Wells, MHS principal
gave a report on a leadership
conference, sponsored by the
National Association of Secon-

plete program can be developed
for each child. For first time
registrants, parents should bring income verification and the
child's immunization record,
birth certificate and medical
card, if possible.
To be eligible for Head Start, a
child must be three years old by
Oct. 1, 1986.
Any questions regarding the
Head Start program may be
directed to Judy Whitten,
753-6031.
dary School Principals in
Washington. Wells is presidentelect of the Kentucky Association of Secondary School
Principals.
In other business, the board:
•accepted the resignation of
Rebecca Cunningham, Lynn
Melton and Cynthia Dagherty.
• accepted a fleet insurance
bid from State Farm Insiirance.
•approved substitute teachers
and bus drivers for the 1986-87
school year.
• approved a revision of appeals panel for evaluation
purposes.
• hired Greg Delaney to
replace Lynn Melton as Video
Club Coordinator.
• hired Joan Minner as special
education coordinator.
• hired Jean Bennett as parttime community resource coordinator of volunteer program at
Murray Elementary and Murray Middle School.

Challenger...
(Vonf'd from page 11
lighter framework, and heatprotection tiles .that are lighter
than the ones on Columbia,
Discovery and Atlantis. Every
pound saved in -building a shuttle
the payload that critt be
carried aloft.
Witnesses befdre congressional committees have said it
would take three years to build a
new shuttle and another six
months to ready it for launch.
But Reagan's plan does not have
the spaceplane ready until 1992.
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PERSPECTIVE
Commentary:

Test determines
tightwad rating
I've seen and read a number of handbooks in recent years.
Some of them were designed for self-improvement such as The
One Minute Manager.
Others, such as How to De-Program Your Valley Girl orthe
Harvard MBA Handbook were written more with the tongue in
cheek.
One of the latest to hit the market will probably be grabbed
off the shelves a quickly as supplies arrive.
It's call The Cheapskate's Handbook, and has been described
as a manifesto for skinflints.
The spokeman for the book's publisher says its something
everyone can identify with.
"There's a little cheapskate in all of us," Ron Gold of the Los
Angeles-based publisher said. "Being cheap is the last great
hypocrisy of our age.
"Everybody's concerned with money, but nobody will admit
they're a clench-fisted tightwad."
I [I
Mifflin Lowe, the author, says a lifetime of observation and
practice went into the book. "My aunt clips coupons and gives
them as gifts."
Lowe, who usually goes by Al, used his middle name on the
cover of the book.
"I though Al Lowe was kind of a bowling shirt name. Mifflin
sounded more authorial."
One of the photos in the book features the author's wife, Pat.
Lowe said he used her in the picture so he wouldn't have to pay
a model.
Lowe, who says he comes by his tight-fistedness genetically,
said he and his wife hit it off on their first date.
"We went down to the beach and looked for returnable bottles and cans." he said. "I knew we were made for each other
when she showed me her metal detector."
One of the areas covered in The Cheapskate's Handbook is a
tipping schedule under which waiters, cab drivers and doormen
may be penalized for infractions. Waiters should be docked 14
percent for bad breath and a 12 percent penalty should be
deducted from the tip of a cab driver who spits out the window.
The book suggests that with proper maintenance the thrifty
homemaker can make a sheet of aluminum foil or wax paper
last indefinitely.
Depending on how you score on the Miserliness Aptitude
Test, you may be "unquestionably niggardly" or merely a
"potential pinchpenny." Some sample questions:
If you drop awropsieb--in the dirt, you will:
.1,- ) leave it there
"(b) try to give it to the dog
(C) wash it off and eat it.
How can you tell when it's too cold in your house?'
) when the temperature falls beneath OS degrees
(b I when iceiforms on the inside of windows
when someone drops dead.
(
How far under a refrigerator will you reach to recover a
pennyl
(a) three to five inches
I b) one to two feet
(ci the entire leqgth of your arm.
If you want to mend your spendthift ways, the book has page
after page of suggestions on how to cut costs on shopping,
child-rearing, dating and gift-giving.
— GENE McCUTCHEON

The same lesson
"For want of a nail, the seven astronauts
to their
shoe was lost; for want of a deaths at the
bottom of the
shoe, the horse was lost; and Atlantic.
for want of a horse, the rider
Poor judgment and miswas lost."
placed faith in technology
We are learning, once played roles in
both trageagain, that Ben Franklin was dies. Let there not
be another
right. For want of an 0-ring, disaster to drive
home the
the Challenger was lost. And, lesson.
it turns out, for want of some
rivets, the Titanic was lost.
The "indestructable" Titanic was the biggest and the
best, the peak of technology
for her time. The shuttle
904,,Mr aught •synd mr
Challenger was our space-age
equivalent. The crew of the
Titanic ignored warnings of
danger and the ship sideswiped an iceberg. The eerie
underwater photos brought
back by explorers show us
that the iceberg sheared
rivets from the ship's steel
hull plates and punctured others. She went to the bottom of
the icy Atlantic with more
than 1,500 lives.
The parallels to the Challenger disaster 74 years later
are inescapable and chilling.
The space-agency managers Wit
ignored warnings of danger,
'
lIThrA110,
Ili' "It lit
I)
)1
I II SI fill II I i I III I I
and the shuttle blew up when
In
/4,4
an 0-ring failed, sending
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

List manhandles a
dirty 3-letter word
Something was wrong with the
air conditioner, so my wife said:
"I'll call the repairman."
I said: "You mean the
repairperson.'
She gave me a suspicious look.
That evening, in a restaurant,
she said: "I need some water,

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Registration for all Murray
Middle School students, grades 5
through 8, will be on Aug. 24, according to Robert Glin Jeffrey,
school principal.
Steve Golliher shot a 143 for
two-day play to win Oaks Country Club Men's Invitational Golf
Tournament. Homer Branch
was second with 144.
Murray Little League AllStars won second place in
Hopkinsville yttle League Invitational Baseball Tournament. Walter Payne and Ronnie
Pace of Murray were chosen for
All-Tournament Team.
Property valuation administrators and deputies from
15 counties in Area I of Kentucky
will have a workshop on Aug. 19
at Murray State University.
Twenty yearsago
Judy Kelso and Nelson Murdock were named as Queen and
King of Calloway County Farm
Bureau at picnicAl1 Aug. 13 at
Calloway County -Jaycee
Fairgrounds. Stacy Adams won
junior talent event and The Invictas composed of Mike
Charlton, Donald Lovett, Mike
Sznith and Ronnie Like won
senior talent event.
Max Hurt and Gene Landolt
have been named to head up a
campaign in Calloway County
for proposed constitution to be
on November ballot.
Approximately 300 persons attended picnic and awards night
held Aug. 13 by Kirksey
Baseball Club at baseball field.
Howard (Buster) McCallon
presided over the ceremonies.
Bill Phillips and family of Los
Angeles, Calif., arrived by plane
at Kyle Field for a visit with his
parents, Leon and Jessie
Phillips, Rt. 4, Murray.
Thirty years ago
The Board of Trustees of Murray Hospital Association voted
to associate with Murray State
College in its School of Nursing
Program.
A special feature story about
Sinking Spring Baptist Church,
marking its 125th anniversary,
Is published. The story was written by Mrs. James Lassiter.
Murray American Legion
Baseball Team lost last night 7
to 5 to Kingsport, Tenn., in
Fourth Regional American
Legion Baseball Tournament at
Wilminaton. N.C.

See if you can catch the
waitress's eye."
I said: "You mean the wait
person's eye."
"All right," she said, "what's
going on?"
I explained that I was merely
making an effort to grow in my
profession, which is writing.
And toward that goal, I had
decided to take the advice of a
women's group that is urging
writers and educators to purge
sexist words from our
vocabulary.
The group, which calls itself
the Project on the Status and
Education of Women, has just
put out a "Guide to Nonsexist
Language."
The guide tells writers: "With
a little thought, you can use accurate, lively, figurative
language...and still represent
people fairly."
And it provides a list of sexist
words and the alternatives that
can be used.
And from now on, I'm going to
conform to their list.
For example, the next time I
get in a conversation about the
Bears, I might say something
like:
"Under the new defensive
coach, the Bears will probably
be using more zone coverage
and less person to person."
That's _right. Man to man or
man on man ate considered sex-

WRITE .4 LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. AU letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
'number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published,
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced' if possible
and should be on topics ot
general interest.
,Letters must not be more than
SOO words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors resttrve the right to
clindense or reject an letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger
Times. Box 1040, Marra). K.
42071

12.99

Your choice of
men's shirt or slacks.

Plaid shirt.
Orig. S20. Men s long sleeve
Botany 500 woven plaid shirt 01
oolyestericolton Button-down
collar and single chest pocket 3'
, 1,ISSiC ',IVOrIleS Men s wet,

Slacks.
Orig. S21. Famous polyester:
otton oklord weave slacks with
traditional belt loops and straightleg styling Solids in meras sizes
Sale effective through
this weekend

Giant Jean Sale
LAST 2 DAYS!
Men's Prewashed Levi's'

Jr. High Girls' Lee' •

Reg $26

Reg $24

Now Si 899

Men's Rigid Levi's'
qeg $24

Now

S1 799

Big Boys' Levi's'
Reg $20

Now Si 499

Little Boys' Levi's*
Reg $1299

$
899

Now

Prep Boys' Levis'
Reg $23

Big Girls' Lee's'
Reg $20

Now Si 499
Now

S1 1 99

'1 799

Now

Little Boys' Plain Pockets'
.Reg $11

Little Girls' Lee's
Reg $17

Now

Name Brand Junior Jeans
Reg $22 to $3' Now $1599 to $26
Missy Name Brand Jeans
Reg $26 to $34Now 9899 to $2499
Big Boy's Plain Pockets'
Reg $14

Now Si 899

Now

$099

7

Men's Plain Pockets' Prewashed
Rig $20

Now $1599 ,
•

•

JCPenney

Prices Effective thru Sat.

Murray, Ky,
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some writers who are not as sensitive as they should be.
I recall one of my colleagues
making the derisive suggestion
that we refer to "manhole
covers" as "personhole
covers."
Or that someone who is a
manic depressive be called a
personic depressive.
And even that the Mann Act be
changed to the Person Act, the
Communist Manifesto become
the Communist Personifesto,
and other such nonsense.
But I think that this new guide
is not to be laughed at and has
some perfectly reasonable
ideas.
As it points out, we should not
refer to anyone as a "kingpin."
It's not that they want us to
say "queenpin," or even "personpin," which would sound
silly.
But they say that instead of
referring to someone as, say', a
Crime Syndicate Kingpin, we instead say Crime Syndicate "Key
Person." Isn't that punchy?
One thing I might have trouble
with, though, is referring to
William ("The Fridge") Perry
as a line person.
• Somehow, that doesn't capture the essence of what he is
and does.
I wonder if the feminists
would accept the Fridge 'as a
line creature?

Casual Sale

Thoughts
in Season
By Ken Boit
We dream, yet we must accept
limits. We live with a sense of
possibility, yet are often disappointed when do not turn out as
well as we expected.
The nineteenth-centu'ry French
author Marcel l'roust captured
this mixture of hope and frustration in these words:
A cathedral, a wave of a
storm, a dancers leap,
never turn out to be as high
as we hoped.
Yet we go on looking, expecting, and hoping.

ist phrases and, according to the
guide, should be replaced by
person on person. I intend to
mention that to my sons, too, the
next time we have a person-toperson talk.
I might also suggest to our
drama critic that he take a look
at the guide the next time he
does a review of "Death of a
Salesman."
According to the guide,
salesman is a sexist word and
not just when it's used in jokes
about farmers' daughters.
So it would be better if the
critic referred to the play as
"Death of a Sales Person" or
"Death of a Sales Agent." These
are the phrases the guide
prefers.
That would also apply to referring to another play as "The Ice
Person Cometh," although "The
Bearer of Ice Cometh" has a
nice ring to it, too.
It wouldn't be a bad idea for
the editorial writers to give
thought to revising their writing
vocabularies.
In writing about constitutional
issues, they're always referring
to the intent of the "Founding
Fathers."
This, of course, isn't the first
time that feminists have drawn
up such a list They've been doing it for several years now,and,
unfortunately, it)astl olkn been
met by hoots and jeers Irom
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Nowells will be commissioned on Sunday
The Rev. and Mrs.
Harold W. Nowell, missionary appointees to
Taiwan, will be commissioned during the 10:45
a.m. services on Sunday. Aug. 17, at First
Baptist Church.
They were among 69
people named missionaries by Southern
Baptist Foreign Mission
Board in Apt ii in
Denver, Colo.
The Nowell family
will leave Wednesday to
begin their work in
Taiwan. They spent
eight weeks in orientation in Rockville,. Va..
during June and July.
Mrs. Nowell is the
former bebbrah Moody,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G.T. Moody of
Murray. They have
three children,
Christopher Luke, 8.
Ryan Thomas, 5. and
Jonathan Clay, 2.
The couple will work
In Taiwan where he will
be a general evangelist
and she will be a church
and home worker.
A native of Columbia,
S.C., Nowell is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert S.
Nowell of Nashville,
Tenn: He considers
Nashville his hometown
and Crievewood Baptist

Darold
oee ell and his %e ife. Deborah. ve ill be commissioned as
appointees to Taiwan on sunelit at III: 4I a.m. service at First
It iptist church. Miirra . Pictured %%MI the. %me ells are their children, Luke.
,t right. Ryer"
uenter. and tie% .
being hi-id li his father.

Your Individual Horoscope
„

Frances Drake
SATI"RDAY, Al'Gl!ST 16, 1986
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juldicitous. Nt•v% starts are favored, but
watch ego, which could get out:- of
line.

AQUARIUS

Church there his home
church.
He received his
bachelor of science
degree from University
of Tennessee at Martin
and the master of divinity degree from Southern
Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville.
He has pastored churches in Sullivan, Ky.,

Boosters will meet

Pap clinic on Monday
A free pap smear clinic will be at Calloway
County Health Department, North Seventh and
Olive Streets, on Monday. Aug. 18, from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. This is for all women of the community. Persons may call the center at 753-3381 for an
appointment.

(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
woliht
Someone could get on your nerves
111114', but you needn't have an
argument. Get the proper rest yin' need to
„env your very best self.
BoRN TODAY often serve in
some advisory capacity to a group.
You have much inSight into society's
problems and are huinanitarianly
inclined. You need to keep busy to be
happy. Without something to do,-you
I'an
bet-time lazy. Ytni're naturally
drawn to show business, though at
times you withdraw into yourself. In
your love life, you need to make a
special effort to keep others abreast
of what goes on inside of you. You
should have financial success in the
business we rid.

Patients dismissed

Mr. and Mrs. Danny O'Shea Hudspeth I, 200
Cross St., Murray, are the parents of a son,
Dominique O'Brian, weighing two pounds 9%
ounces, measuring 15 inches, born on Friday,
May 30, at 3:48 p.m. at Norton's Korsair
Children's Hospital, Louisville. The mother, the
former V. Regina Bumph's, i on leave from
Fisher-Price Toys. The father is employed with
Briggs & Stratton Co. They have another son,
Danny O'Shea II, 5%. Grandparents are Mrs.
Orea Nelle Bumphis and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Hudspeth. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Louella
Kenley.

the Miller Courthouse'Annex. All members are
urged to attend.

Luncheon at Oaks Club
A ladies' day luncheon will be served at Oaks
Country Club on Wednesday. Aug. 20, at noon.
Reservations should be made by Monday with
Martha Butterworth or Carol Dick, chairmen of
the hostesses. Also serving will be Anita Thornton, Becky Jo Jones, Debbie Carter, Paulette
Reed, Vicky Oliver, Martha Padgett, Barbara
Wildey. Linda Ford, Jean Watkins, Kathy
Wilson, Betty Thompson, Janice Johnson, Pam
Williams, Carolyn Parks, Carolyn Colson, Debbie Pardue, Janice Compton, Dorothy Franks,
Beverly Fridy, Sue Miller, Jean McMillen and
Leslie Kemp.

Retirees of Local 1068 of UAW-AFL-CIO will
have a covered dish supper on Tuesday, Aug. 19,
at 5:30 p.m. in fellowship hall of First Christian
Church, 111 North Fifth St., Murray. This is for
all retirees of any local and their spouses.

Daily Bargain Matinees Thru Sun. 8/17
Cheri & Cine•All Seats $2.00
Starts Today
1:30, 3:13. '7:15.

The children of Ernest and Cora McSwain
Jackson will have a reunion of their Jackson and
McSwain relatives and friends on Saturday and
Sunday, Aug. 23 and 24, at Paris Landing State
Park-. Saturday events will include visiting at
2
p.m. and potluck supper at 5 p.m at small
pavilion in park. Sunday events will include worship service in conference room of Inn at 9 a.m.,
group picture at 11:30 a.m., buffet luncheon at
noon, and visiting after luncheon in conference
room. Reservations for the Sunday luncheon at a
cost of $8 per person or $4 for children under 12
must be made by today, Friday, Aug. 15, with
Clarice Jackson Duncan, 498-8231 or 498-8324. All
relatives and friends are invited to attend some
or all events.

Hudspeth baby born

Democrats will meet-

753-3314-24 HR.

Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include the following: Walter Pharris
of Murray from Western Baptist, Paducah; Paul
Rogers of Murray from Community. Mayfield.

Equality Day planned
Women's Equality Day will be observed in
Frankfort on Tuesday, Aug. 26. A picnic will be
from 5 to 8 p.m. on the Capitol Grounds. Music
will be by local artists. This day will be in observance of the day in 1920 wIllen the 19th amendment was passed. In the event of rain the potluck
picnic supper will be at Dudgeon Civic Center,
405 Mero St., Frankfort. All women and their
families are invited.

Shriners plan meeting
Murray Shrine Club and Marshall dounty
Shrine Club will have a social on Monday. Aug.
18. at 6:30 p.m. at Majestic -Steak House, Draffenville. All members are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.

Zsa Zsa Gabor takes
eighth trip to altar
LOS ANGELES IAPI
— Actress Zsa Zsa
Gabor made her eighth
trip down the aisle to
marry a German in a
ceremony that was
boycotted by her mother
and sister Eva.
Miss Gabor, 58. wearing a lavender and white
off-the-shoulder gown,
and Frederick von
Anhalt of Munich. 43,
who says he is a prince

Dr. A.H. Titsworth

t
am

• Denson & Mandel.

AT GUARD DOG SECURITY,
JOHN CANDY IS UNDERCOVER
OVERDRESSED AND KEEPING YOU SAFE
FROM THE SCUM OF THE EARTH

announces the partnership with

Dr. James B. Pickens
for the

RME
AND
DANGEROUS
•

Family reunion planned

Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet
Monday. Aug. 18, at 7 p.m. in Calloway County
High School Library. The booster organization is
for all athletic programs and all interested persons are urged to attend and become part of the
organization. Memberships are being taken now
for the 1986-87 school year.

(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Yuti hive mixed feeling.% ..about •
socializing now and your time would.
probably be better spent clearing up
Calloway County Democratic Executive Comunfinished projects.
mittee will meet Monday, Aug. 18, at 7 p.m. in

PISCES

home church.
Kentucky.
She received her
The public is invited
bachelor of science to attend the special
degree from Murray commissioning on SunState University and at- day morning. A
tended Georgetown Col- fellowship in honor of
lege and Southern the Nowell family will
Seminary. She has be held following the 7
worked in Indianapolis. p.m. worship service on
Ind., and been a sum- Sunday at the
mer missionary in Fellowship Hall of the
California and church.

DATEBOOK

Retirees plan supper

URRAY
MOVIES

PE; 13 -:-

and Chillicothe, Ill., and
served as a missionary
in New York, New
Jersey, Jamaica and
Cayman Islands.
A native of Lexington,
Mrs. Nowell lived in
Lexington. Murray and
Florissant, Mo. She considers Murray her
hometown and First
Baptist Church as her

Practice of General Dentistry
-06 Main Street
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The Dakota

Youngblood•Iron Eagle
The Hitcher
Spies Like Us
The Delta Force
Over 1450 VHS Tapes

°VIES TO Or
3:35, 9:15 ilnI%

The Dakota
A full service fom,ly restcrsacine '

Chestnut Street 753-3314
1 510
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Truck drivers
conserve fuel
in program

features
Roast Prime Rib
on Saturday night
A very large cut of
the best prime rib, potato,
bread and salad bar
(at no extra charge)

4gpies0111000"'"'"

Chestnut St.

759-9755

Murray

by adoption, exchanged
vows Thursday evening,
Aug. 14, in the living
room of the bride's
home in suburban BelAir, said publicist Beth
Herman.
About 125 people attended the ceremony,
performed by Capt.
John Gregory, captain
of the Queen Mary and
an Ordained bishop of
the Church of Antioch.
Guests attending the
ceremony included actor Paul Sorvino, actresses Constance
Towers and Michelle
Phillips, comedian Red
Buttons and Washington
attorney Steve
Martindale.
The only members of
Miss Gabor's family at
the 17-minute service
were her daughter by
hotelier Conrad Hilton.
Francesca Hilton. and
her sister, Magda
Gabor. Her other sister,
Eva Gabor,and mother,
Jolie Gabor, boycotted
the ceremony, the
publicist said.
The Hungarian-born
actress stopped the
ceremony at one point.
ordering invited
photographers to stop
taking pictures because
"You're making me
nervous," Ms. Herman
said.

It

MIAMI (AP) — More
than 3,000 truck drivers
saved their employers
nearly $1 million in fuel
costs last year by taking
part in a fuel conservation program.
Called "Share the
Savings," the program
gives the drivers a
chance to share in 60
percent of the money
they help save the„company. It rewards the
drivers ' with travel
packages, sporting
goods,and itbiliurre- -and
home entertainment
items.
Some 600 U.S. companies with truck fleets
participate in the program run by Ryder
Truck Rental.
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School lunch menus and prices announced

LIONS'CLUB SPEAKER — Stuart Poston, right,
administrator of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, was guest speaker at
meeting of Murray Lions
Club held Tuesday, Aug. 12, at Murray Woman's Club
House. Poston talked
about the effects of changes of Medicare for the hospita
l and the upcoming
building program of the hospital. At left is Mike Outlan
d, club president.
Pictured in the background are the local club banner, left,
and the district
club banner here while Arvin Crafton, Murray, is
serving as district
governor.

-COMMunityr events announced-

Calloway County
Schools and Murray City Schools will begin
serving meals at all the
schools on Tuesday,
Aug. 19, according to
Joanna Adams, food
service director of
Calloway Schools, and
Judy Hina. food service
coordinator of Murray
Schools.
Mrs. Adams said
breakfast of milk, fruit
or juice, cereal or bread
item will be served at
East, North and
Southwest Elementary
Schools with cost being
50 cents or reduced
price of 25 cents. Also
lunch will be served
with five meal components served daily
and students may
choose 3, 4 or 5 at a cost
of 85 cents or 40 cents
reduced price.
The Cost of 95 cents or
40 cents reduced price

will be in effect at
Calloway Middle and
Calloway High Schools.
Extra milk will be 20
cents at all schools. Also
ala carte items will he
sold extra.
Mrs. Nina said prices
at Murray Schools will
remain as last year.
Lunch is $1.05 at Murray
High, $1 at Murray Middle and 90 cents at
Carter and Robertson.
Reduced price lunches
are 40 cents: breakfast
is 35 cents and reduced
breakfast is 20 cents:
and milk is 20 cents at
all schools.
Personnel for Food
Service Department,
corrected from Back to
School issue, is as
follows:
Murray High — Alene
Hargis. manager. Betty
Williams, Modell
Holland, Betty Scott.
Marie Stalls, Nell Gard-

ner,. Virginia Brandon.
Jean Holloway and
Kathryn Chase.
cashiers;
Murray Middle — Ladeen Spann. manager,
Mary Hornbuckle, Lexie Wilkerson, Anna
Nance; Margie McClard and Janet Fitch.
cashiers;
Carter — Lillian
Gilbert, manager. Anita
Perry; Glenda Wilson.
cashier,
Robertson — Codell
Williams, manager.
Marilyn Weatherford;
Lynne..Bailey, cashier.
—— ——
Menus for the coming
week are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
—— — —
Calloway High
Tuesday — taco salad.
submarine sandwich;
Wednesday — chicken
nuggets, cold ham and
cheese sandwich:

Friday, Aug. 15

Saturday, Aug.16
Sunday, Aug. 17
Square and round Building, South
Sixth
Refresher class for
dancing with music by and Maple Streets
.
parents who have atSharecropper Band will
————
tended previous
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
Gourmet Cabaret
prepared childbirth
at Lynn Grove Roller featuring The
Golden classes will be
at 7 p.m.
Rink.
Girls will be presented in third
floor classroom
— ———
By Abigail
at 8 p.m. in Playhouse in of
Murray-Calloway
Twilight golf is Murray-Calloway CounCounty Hospital.
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. ty Park.
Van Buren
————
at Murray Country
———
Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Club.
Events in Land BetGay will be honored in
————
ween the Lakes will in- celebra
tion of 50th wedTwilight golf is clude Flax Worksh
op
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., ding anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4
at Oaks Country Club.
Iron Industry at 10:30
p.m. in Parish Center of
————
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., and
St. Leo's Catholic
Greater Paducah Summer's Eve Party
at
Area Chapter of Parents 7:30 p.m. at The Church. The family reDEAR ABBY: I have a 40-yearhow do we inform his relatives that
Without Partners will Homeplace-1850; Amish quests that guests not
old brother (I'll call him Ned) who
just because they come to visit his
bring
gifts.
meet at 8 p.m. at Irvin Quilting Workshop from
is a convicted rapist. After serving
mother doesn't necessarily mean
—— —
Cobb ballroom, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Ema prison sentence on that charge, he
that
our doors are always open to
Student
at
s
Callow
ay
Paducah.
was released, and then he sexually
pire Farm; Skywalk at County
them? His mother loves to talk. and
High
School
who
molested his 11-year-old stepdaugh————
11 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
I don't relish being '!cornered" in
ter. He is now in jail on that charge,
Games are scheduled Golden Pond Visitor have not previously
the yard for hours listenineto her
registe
red
will
registe
r
but
he'll
behut
soon.
at 8 p.m. at Murray' Center; LBL Wildlife at
go on and on about things l,have no
.
My mother insists to this day that
Moose Lodge. This is for 1:30 p.m.. Summer from 1 to 5 p.m. at the
interest in.
school.
Ned is innocent — and in both cases
members only.
Would it be advisable to lay down
Fishing and Smoking
it was the girl's fault!
— ——— • ————
some ground rules for my mother-inFish at 2:30 p.m. and
I have a 6-year-old daughter, and • law and
Kirksey Churc'h .of
"Sing Out, Ken- Nighttime Discovery
her family right from the
I don't want Ned anywhere near my
start?
tu:cky!" will be Walk at 8:30 p.m. at Christ will have a
house
or
my
daughte
r. I would
basket dinner following
STARTING TO WORRY
presented for the final Woodlands Natur
rather have her think she has no
e
11 a.m. service today.
time of the summer at 8 Center; Boat Races on
uncle. This is causing me no end of
————
DEAR STARTING: Yes, but
p.m. at Kenlake State Pasgah Bay.
problems.
do it with a minimum of miliCouncil
on
Ministr
ies
Resort Park.
I'm afraid to let my mother baby—
—
tancy and a maximum of diploPlanning and Dinner
————
sit for my daughter for fear Ned will
Young people of
macy. As my sainted mother
will
at
be
p.m.
4.
at First
AA and Al-Anon will
come
over.
To complicate matters, I
used to say: You can catch more
Grace Baptist Church
Unite
d
Metho
dist
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
offered to rent my upstairs to my
flies with honey than vinegar.
will have at 6:30 a.m. Church.
aunt(my mother's sister), and when
Kevil Center, South 10th
from the church for a
—
—
—
—
she
found
out
I didn't want Ned
Street Extended,
•
day's outing to LiberCommissioning of
around, she hit the roof. She said I
Mayfield.
tyland, Memphis, Tenn. Harold and Debbie
have
right
no
to
limit
her
visitors
.
————
DEAR ABBY: I'm in my late 60s
For information call
Nowell, missionary apI feel if Ned is in her apartment, he's
Events in Land Bet- 753-746
and
profoundly deaf, but that is not
6.
in my house. I fear him because I
pointees to Taiwan, will
ween the Lakes will inmy worst problem. I have a severe
don't trust him.
————
be at 10:45 a.m. service
clude Iron Industry at
case of tinnitus, which is a chronic
I would rather not break ties
Sunday, Aug. 17
at First Baptist Church.
ringing sensation in my ears. My
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
totally
with
my
mother
Gourmet Cabaret
and
her
•
—
—
——
case is unbelievable. The sounds
at The Homeplace-1850; featuri
family.
but
I
feel
like
I'm
being
ng The Golden
Watermelon Feast
might be compared to a bad LSD
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
hacked into a corner.
Girls will start at 8 p.m. will be in Fellowship
trip without the psychedelic visions.
p.m. at Golden Pond
Please
give
me
some
objectiv
e
Playho
in
use in MurrayHall of First Baptist
They last sometimes as long as four
Visitor Center; LBL
advice.
Calloway County Park.
Church following 7 p.m.
days.
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m.,
PENNSYLVANIA PROBLEM
———
worship service.
You, like most people, will probaChildren's Fishing Trip
All active members,
bly think I'm a nut case. I hear
————
DEAR PROBLEM: Your reaat 3 p.m. and Night contrib
music or singing, or both. The same
uting members
Events in Land Betsons for not wanting your
Visual at 8:30 p.m. at and
compositions over and over. My last
patrons of Murray's ween the Lakes : ill inbrother near your home or your
Woodlands Nature Playho
attack was a duet with a mezzo and
use in the Park clude - Iron Industry at
daughter are valid, and you
Center.
a bass baritone. (Incidentally, the
are invited tb -a potluck 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
have an obligation to do whatbass baritone was wonderful!)
picnic at 4 p.m. on deck and Butter Churning at
ever is necessary to protect
Now, yu probably think I am a
Playho
of
use.
your
Each
daught
one
er.
2
Hold
firm
p.m.
and
at The
Saturday, Aug. 16
nut
for sure.
don't
give an inch!
August Family Night is to bring a dish, plate Homeplace- 1850 ;
Would you be good enough to
and
drink.
Skywal
k at 11 a.m. and 2
for all Murray lodges of
consult one of your authorities to
***
p.m. at Golden Pond
Woodmen of the World
verify the fact that I am not crazy?
AA will have a closed Visitor Center;
will be at West KenI believe that would be an otorhinoDEAR
ABBY:
In
the
fall,
my
meeting at 4 p.m. at Purebred Dairy Goats
laryngologist. The very small town
tucky WOW Youth
mother-in-law is moving into a
in which I live does not have such
Camp. Swimming will American Legion from 1 to 4 p.m. at Emsmall apartment directly behind our
a specialist
be from 1 to 4 p.m. and Building. South Sixth pire Farm; LBL
home. We will share a common yard
Hoping you can help me ...
meal with food and and Maple Streets. For Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
and gardens. The woman is very
HEARING THINGS
drinks furnished at 6 information call Attracting Wildlife to
nice, and even though elderly, is
753-0061. 762-3399, Your Home at 3 p.m. at
IN YORK,S.('
p.m.
very self-sufficient. The problem:
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Woodlands Nature
————
our privacy.
DEAR HEARING: The Amer————
Center; Boat races on
My husband and I have been
Founders' Day events
ican Tinnitus Association. P.O.
National Scouting Psgah Bay.
married for only a year and a half.
will start at Eddyville
Box 5, Portland, Ore. 97207,
Museum will be open
I know his mother won't he pestertoday.
will refer you to the specialist
Youth of Memorial
ing us all the time. but I'm trying to
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
————
nearest you. It will be well
find
a
Baptis
nice
way
with
t
to
tell
her
Church
we
need
"The
Unkno
will
wn
Couples Bridge with
worth the trip. Please enclose a
our privacy, should the need arise.
Gloria McLaughlin and Scout" to appear at 11 have monthly birthday
long,
stamped, self-addressed
My husband and I both realize
breakfast at S a.m
Augusta Manna as a.m. and 2 p.m.
envelope.
that
we
must
extend
certain
"cour————
(('ont'd on page ia)
hostesses will start at
tesies" from the very beginning. but
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Murray Single Connection will eat at 5 p.m.
at Western Sizzlin and
ila0
44
WITH TfiE;:
EI
then carpool to The
BACICTOSCHOOL VALUES
Homeplace-1850, LBL.
for program at 7:30 p.m.
— ———
Louise Mandrell will
appear in concert at 6
and "9 p.m. at Kenlake
Music Hall, Aurora.
————
Dance is scheduled
from 8 p.m. to midnight
(Inclutimg MO Tops)
at Murraz,c_noose
and
Lodge. This —Ts for
members only.
————
Early Prenatal Class
Movie Rentals ONLY
Non-Members
will start at 9 a.m. in
(Reg. $8.99 $23 991
third floor classroom of
Movie Rentals ONLY
Murray-Calloway CounMembers
ty Hospital.
Choose From Over 2000 Movie Titles
————
V.C.R. Rental Only $9.95 for the weekend
National Scoutling
Picku
Museum will be open
p Friday Bring Back Monday
ilievier
istAe4. &vs..;
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and_Zea.o Jeans
with "The Uaknown
Join ff.:. Merely Club This
Scout" to appear at 11
Saturday and get 6 FREE Movies.
a.m. and 2 p.m.
Get 2 FREE Movies per month.
————
That's 28 FREE Movies
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
for $19.95
On The Square
753 9569
American Legion

tt)
kkg

Man's Assault History Makes
Sister Fearful for Daughter

Thursday — lasagne, cheese: Wednesda
barbecue sandwich: taco, hamburger,
Friday — chicken salad bar; Thursday cold plate, pizzaburger. stuffed tomato.
Salad bar, pizza, ham- sandwich, salad •
burgers and a variety of Friday — hot dog •
vegetables and drinks burger, salad .
are available daily.
French fries, p
Calloway Middle
choice of fruit %.
Tuesday — pizza, hot vegetables. non,
dog; Wednesday — taco fruit drinks
salad, cheegeburger; daily.
Thursday — pizza.
Carter
turkey club sandwich;
Tuesday -Friday — barbecue
chicken, cheeseburger. chicken fried
Salad bar and a variety whole kernal
of vegetables and drinks green peas. yo
w/fruit, appl. • .,
are served daily.
Wednesday —
rr
East. North
sandwich, chef
and Southwest
Tuesday — sack lunch mixed vegeta b!,
— hot dog, submarine: ed pineapple.
Wednesday — pizza. fruit, peanut ni,rti
chicken salad sand- graham cr:s ,
wich: Thursday — Thursday —
iarbecue chicken": burgert—grilled t
Theeseburger: Friday tater tots, baked
— chef salad w/ham sliced peaches. (
and cheese, peanut but- juice; Friday -ter and jelly sandwich. lunch — brilog•I:g
Vegetables and drinks cheese, peanut 1,•
and jelly, vegt.l,
are served daily.
sticks, potato chip ————
MURRAY CITY
Robertson
— — ——
Tuesday — p;
Murray High
chicken fried ste ,
Tuesday — barbecue creamed potatoes 1
pork sandwich, chicken ed vegetables,
fried steak: Wednesday plesauce, pineal
;
— tacos, corn dog; slices: Wednesday
Thursday — submarine hot dog, grilled chef
sandwich. Sloppy Joe: whole kernal corn,
Friday — BLT sand- rots, gelatin
w P, 7
wich, grilled cheese
fruit juice; Thursd:o
Pizza, hamburgers, hamburger,
r hi.
cheesburgers. choice of pork sandwich, ba,
fruits and vegetables, beans, blackeyed p.
and milk and fruit sliced peaches. nn
drinks are available fruit: Friday
balo: .t
daily.
and cheese sanw •
Murray Middle
peanut butter -sandy+ ,
Tuesday — barbecue, vegetable sticks. pro
pork, hot ham and chips, fresh fruit.-

Baby, dismissals listed
A newborn admission
a'nd dismissals.' at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday. Aug. 14. hive been
released as follows
Newborn admission
Caldwell baby girl,
parents. Teresa and
Jerry,_
_
Ct.
Murray.
Dismissals
Christopher Stone. Rt.
1, Box 260. Dexter: Miss
Melinda Dockery and
baby boy. Rt. 2. Benton;
Mrs. Dawn Treider
and baby girl. 405 West
12th St.. Benton; Mrs.
Cyndi Buie and baby
girl. Rt. 1. Box 54B,
Paris. Tenn.;
Mrs. Bettye Karen
Chadwick and baby boy.
Rt. 1. Box 200.
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Teresa Rushing and
baby girl. Rt. 1, 13ox 60,
Almo:
Miss Shawn Harr-

ington, 1000 Olive - •
Murray: • Larry
Stubblefield, 512 so
12th St.. Murray: _ •
AlIrs.••Mari.
McNeary, 1513 Loin
Dr.. Murray. Rol;
Hutledge, 402
Third St.. Murray: Gregory - Atkins.
Kirkwood. M;:r!
Miss Mallory 7,
weeney. Rt. 1. Bo:
Mayfield;
Miss Betty Harr1
3, Box 126. Renter
Shirley Reamer
Box 1197, Murt-,
Mrs. Hattie
Rt. 6. Box 296,
Mrs. Edna
Hughes. Murray
011ie *Cooper.
Box 152. Murra..
Humphreys. Rt
297, Puryear.
Mrs.
•
Puryear. Tenn
Dorothy Harpe,
North 11th St.,

AN EXCITING
TRAVEL CAREER OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!
6.k. comprehensive trovel industry course wdi
qualify for a position with the airlines, travel agenci, s
,,hips car rentals and other travel related
Enroll Now for
Class Beginning Sept. 8, 1986
(Registration- Wednesdays And By Appointment;
•Financsal Assistance & Payment Plan Available
•Job Placement Assistance Upon Graduation
•Licensed In Ky By The State Board For Proprietary
Educotinn
reit/ f\stltr H
41!
\
3137 Olivet Church•Poducoh•302-442-0465

**i"kie
.)
113 Utifun
..••

. .

• • *

20% off

Boy's and Girl's Joggers

5
6

Girl's Black
Lace-Up Boxer Boots

$10
$ 10

Student Levi's

Jeans

$1699'

Jo-An's Varieties

'u 1.1 atki
Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Serving:
..

Turkey & Dressing w/giblet dressings
Bolted Virginia Ham
Italian Style Vegetables
New Potatoes
Broccoli limo Casserole
Whole Kornai Corn
Green Peas
Tossed Salad w/homernade dressings
Sliced Canteloupe
Pasta w/Pesto
Creamy Cole Slaw
Cucumbers in Sour Cream
Fresh Homegrown Tomatoes
Homemade Rolls
•
Hot Fudge Cake
$5.30 Adults/.$2.50 Chlislree Uader-111

Boston Tea Party
Holiday inn
Diners ClubiCert Biench

U.S. 841 South—Murray

753.0910

-•,14,,A4.0-4100114103011011--•••••-•—•
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UK Wildcats hope football
bounces their way this year
LEXINGTON. Ky. backfield, with senior reconstructed line Massey
are expected to
(AP — The Kentucky quarterback Bill comes together.
see a lot of action at
Wildcats will be hoping Ftansdell. senior
"You have to have defensive end.
to make a little luck fullback Marc Logan that good offensive line
Among the leading
come their way this and junior running back for the quarterback to tackles are
senior Mike
season.
Mark Higgs.
be able to throw the ball Velotta, juniors John
After producing a 9-3
Ransdell hit 133 of 231 and to open up holes for Shannon and Jerry
record and Hall of Fame passes for 1,744 yards the backs to run," he Reese
and redshirt
bowl victory in 1984, the and five touchdowns said.
freshman Oliver
Wildcats were expec- last season, despite
The only returning Barnett. while the
ting bigger and better missing nearly three starter is junior guard guards
are defensive
things in 1985. but games with a rib injury. Brad Myers. The captain
Tom Wilkins, a
slumped to a disappoin- Logan led the team in leading candidates for senior. junior
Scott Enting 5-6 mark.
rushing with 715 yards the other starting guard dris. redshirt freshman
"I think the players and three touchdowns spot are juniors Der- Vic Adams
and juniors
were embarrassed by on 175 carries and Higgs month Dawson, Butch Mark
Schaff and Scott
not having a winning had 143 rushes for 611 Wilburn and Scott Stubbs.
season," said Coach yards and five Haire.
Senior Larry Smith
Jerry Claiborne, who is touchdowns.
Seniors Joe Prince and sophomore Chris
entering his fifth season
Kentucky landed one and Sam Rotella. junior Chenault should be the
at Kentucky with a of the nation's top high Greg Kunkel
and linebackers, freshman
20-24-2 record and school players last freshman Mike Pfeifer redshirt'
Ron Robinson
157-100-7 overall.
February when Al are included in what the safety and senior
We didn't make Baker of Trigg County, Claiborne said is "big- Tony
Mayes and
three straight bowl Ky.. High School signed ger and stronger
group sophomore David
trips, which has been with the Wildcats.
of tackles we've had Johnson the
done here only one time.
cornerbacks.
"We're expecting him since I've been here."
Now I think they want to
Senior Ken Lange is
The place-kicking will
to be a fine football
come back this season
player," Claiborne said expected to start at be handled by junior Joe
and pay a bigger price.
of the 6-foot-2, 222-pound center, with senior Con- Worley: the punting by
"In 1984 we got some
running back. "Whether rad Carney and Jay Tesar.
lucky bounces. Last
The Wildcats have
it comes early, we'll sophomores Mark
year we didn't get those
Brock and Jim Hill to been picked in some
have to wait and see."
bounces. The harder
polls to finish near or at
The Wildcats also add some depth.
you work the luckier you
Defensively, the the bottom of the
return some experiencget."
ed receivers in seniors Wildcats have to Southeastern ConClaiborne complained
Cornell Burbage,25 cat- replace six starters, in- ference this year..
the Wildcats also were
"We've got six (SEC;
ches for 418 yards. and cluding two key posicomplacent last season,
Eric Pitts, 24 receptions tions from the wide- teams in the Top 20."
which was reflected in
said Claiborne.
We
for 334 yards and one tackle-six formation.
the team's lack of agThe biggest holes are have to get our program
touchdown.
gressive play at times.
at defensive end, where in that Top 6. I can
"We lost some agSeniors Matt Lucas. Claiborne said the understand why we're
gressiveness offensively - Mark Wheeler and players "have
to be picked where we are.
and defensively last sophomore Joe Curry quick enough on
"We have to get conpass
year." he said. "That bring experience to the defense and strong sisteng
in our prohaslittltladp wit13 abili- tight end position enough --to rush the gram.
Two (Winning
ty. It has more to do. because each has been a passer."
years in a row doesn't
with pride and just be- starter.
Senior Guy Neal, a do it. You have to get 6,
ing aggressive on the
But Claiborne cau- linebacker last season. 7, 8, 9, 10 straight winnfield."
tioned the offense's ef- sophomore Tony Baird ing years in this leakue.
Kentucky is loaded fectiveness may boil and redshirt freshme
n You have to win every
with experience in the down to how fast a Tony Zigman and
Tony year."

•

•

Dorsett contrite about outburst
THOUSAND OAKS.
Calif. ( AP) — A contrite
Tony Dorsett admits he
flew off the handle over
Herschel Walker's contract and the Dallas
Cowboys running back
wishes the outburst was
uncharacteristic.
"The contract surprised everybody."
Dorsett, a 10-year
veteran, said. "I flew into a rage. I showed a lot
of immaturity."
Dorsett. who asked to
be traded and warned
he could be a "disrup-

tive force" on the team,
said Thursday instead
of popping off publicly
"I should have gone
behind closed doors
with club president Tex
Schramm). I might
have handled it a lot
better."
Then he laughed at his
quick temper, saying "I
wish I could say it was
uncharacteristic of
me."
Schramm said he will
not trade Dorsett no
matter how much he
protests Walker's five-

year, $5 million
contract.
"I told him I didn't
even intend to talk about
trading him." Schramm
said. "We'd never trade
Tony. He is too much a
part of our organization.
"Tony would like to
pull back what he said,"
Schramm said. "He
feels sorry he let it flow
out. He didn't mean it.
He was just mad and being egged on by the
media."
"My feelings haven't
changed a great deal,"

TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUY!
We do all types of muffler

"Things will calm
down, life goes on,"
Schramm said. "We've
got a football game
coming up."
Asked if he would
renegotiate Dorsett's
contract. Schramm
replied, "I feel comfortable with his contract."

Mets, Cardinals split twinbill
NEW YORK (AP —
The New York Mets
were in the midst of a
second -cousin -to-a swoon. and Manager
Davey. Johnson was being tolerant.
The Mets split a
doubleheader with the
St. Louis Cardinals
Thursdaynight, winning the first game 4-3
and losing the nightcap
5-1. That gave New York
a 17-13 'record since the
All-Star.lireak for a winning percentage of .566,
exactly 100 points less/
than their overall winning rate.

having just finished a after losing the first homer
in the seventh. a
6-5 road trip. That game. I'd be more con- two-run
shot that put
stretch does not end un- cerned," Johnson said.
New York up 3-2.
til Aug. 27.
The Cardinals tied the
Kevin Mitchell hit a opener at 3-3 on a basesT-erry Pendleton
two-run homer and loaded fielding error by homered for the Cardrove in a tie-breaking shortstop Rafael San- dinals. It was his first of
run with a single in the tana in the ninth inning, the season.
ninth inning as the Mets but they blew a chance
The winner was Roger
won the first game.
to go ahead when Ozzie
Reliever-tairne'd,- Smith bunted through a - McDowell, who leads
major' league -. relivers_
starter Rick je,Hort9y,...
‘ sujciOtsqueeze._
with .12 victrarittin •
allowed just.one run on
Santana started off
three hits over seven in- the Mets' winning rally Todd
nings — retiring 17 in a in the boltom half of the the ninth inning
row in one stretch — to inning with a double. first in 15 appearazvi
beat the Mets in the se- One out later. Mookie for the loss-to go-4
cond .game. Andy Van Wilson singled to Center.
The Cardinals scored
Slyke hit a two-run but Santana was thrown three
times in the first
homer in the first. inn- out at the plate by Car- inning
of the second
Still, they were 38 ing, then tripled and dinals center fielder game off. Rick
Anderscored another run in Vince Coleman. Wilson son.
games over .500.
1-1, on an RBI triple
"There has been a the fourth inning to lend went to second on the by Tommy Herr
and
period since the All-Star offensive support to throw and scored on Van Slyke's homer.
No.
break where are bats Horton.
Mitchell's single. Mit- 7. And that was all the
The
start
was Hor- chell had hit his 10th support Horton
have not been consisneeded.
tent." Johnson said, ton's first since April 30.
Now
2-3,
all of Horton's
"and our pitching hasn't
been as consistent, losses were in three
April starts and all were
either.
by
shutouts. Since April,
"We're a little flat,
but to go 17-13 is not the he had made 26 conend of the world. I'll secutive relief appearances before Thurstolerate this lull."
Johnson also pointed day night's start, but he
out that the Mets cur- knew this game was in
rently are in the midst store for him.
Two early-season
of a stretch during
which they will play 30 rainouts forced the
of 43 games on the road, scheduling of a sixgame,four-day series —
_w i t h another
doubleheader on Sunday
— and Horton said he
began gearing himself
for a start back then.
"I tried to get ready
by strengthening my
legs," Horton said. "I
hate to admit it, but I
did get a little tired. My
•
body felt good, but my
arm was tired."
Horton allowed a firstinning single by Keith
Hernandez, then walked
Mitchell before retiring
17 in a row. The next
baserunner was also
Mitchell, who doubled
with one out in the
seventh and later scored
on a single by Tim
Teufel.
"Horton's always
given us trouble,''
Johnson said. "I wish I
knew every else's secret
against him. ... I'm glad
he's not in their regular
rotation."
Johnson said he felt it
Kevin Turner, 15, of Murray, recently completed
was important to avoid
a one-week course of intensive baseball training
a doubleheader sweep
at the Mickey Owen Baseball School near Miller,
with the club at a low
Missouri. Kevin is the son of Mr.and Mrs. Ernest
ebb. "If we were flat
Turner.

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!

repair & installation

Gerrald Boyd's Auto
Repair & Service Center
514 S. 12th St.
753-1750

DICK
BUTKUS
(former Chicago
Bears linebacker)

Dorsett said. "I had a
nice conversation with
Tex so they would know
where my head is at and
I know where they are
at."

Kelly Haskins,a junior at Calloway County High School, has reached the
finals of the 16s division in the
Kentucky Junior Closed Tennis Championships in Bowling Green.
Haskins defeated Jennifer Lopez of
Louisville 7-6, 6-4 in the semifinals. She meets Wendy Anderson of Lexingt
on today in the finals. Anderson beat Ellen Hogancamp of Murray 6-4, 6-0 in the semifinals. Hoganc
amp reached the semifinals by
besting Sue Ann Bird of Henderson 6-2, 1-6, 6-3 in the quarterfinals.

SPECIAL
PUR CHASE

011.

oillr 1111

ORA

ip ,
•

•21cc-2 cycle engine
•48" shaft for trimming ease
•tap cutting head to
advance line

SALE PRICED $1
SUPPLIES
ARE
LIMITED

rfo.s.pr,.

Sale Ends
Aug. 15

GT200CE
AIRfill114111

ALL SEASONS
205 N. 4th

19

mew.
Fistfrom the start

Lawn & Leisure

Murray
1

95

753-4110

You and your family
. are cordially invited to attend

A SUMMER CELEBRATION
honoring
new personnel in the Murray School System
August 18. 1986
bet-Wee-11 die hours of' 501 p.m.. and 6:00-p.m.
in the commons area
of
Murray High School

4

•
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'Bama, Miami are South's top picks
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) There are two clear-cut
favorites to enter college football's 1986
season as the top teams
in the South - the
Miami Hurricanes and
the Alabama Crimson
Tide.
It's quite possible.
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The Tide schedule includes four of those contenders - Florida.
defending champion
Tennessee, Louisiana
State and Auburn.
Alabama gets little
relief in its non.
conference slate, one
that includes Ohio State,
Penn State and Notre
Dame.

and Tennessee
Mississippi ranks No. 8 defensive tackle Reub
en
Chattanooga
in the preseason and two Davis of North Carolina,
Testaverde earned se- teams
operating under quarterback Erik
cond team All- new coach
es, Rockey Kramer of North
American honors last Felker
at Mississippi Carolina State, quarteryear after steering State and
Watson Brown back Don Majkowski of
Miami's explosive of- at Vande
rbilt, will bat- Virginia, quarterback
fense to school records tle to avoid
Sole
Steve .Slayden of Duke
the cellar.
insu.ance Corepaer
In points scored and
Ail -American and wide rece
Home 0144C.
iver
yards averaged per lineback
Sioomonalon 111.110.'4
er Michael James Brim of Wake
game. The 6-foot-5. Brooks
heads an LSU Forest.
NomimmemMlf
218-pound senior coin- defense
that has 10
BASEBALL STANDINGS
Florida State has
friday Garnet
starters back and Ten- seven starters returning
('1,, ago Lynch 3 1 and Trout 5 5. at Montrea
l Mar
AMERICAN LEAGUE
',le! I 4 and Burke 7 4 2 thi
nessee returns nine both on offense and
East Division
Pittsburgh
and Kim
4
W
L
Pit
defensive starters, in- defense as the Bobb
GB
Philadelphia Maddux 05 and Carma
Boston
n54
_
•
y
47
Sari I tiego !prayer ky .441
-and Show
o 7 New York
cluding all-conference Bowden's Seminoles
'.
in 11.1,11
Soto
do
4
arid
LIP
Browni
ng
9-9,
2 o n.
however, that neither
Baltimore
12
'Bama doesn't face pleted 216 of 352 passe
5,
linebacker Dale Jones. battle with Miami
-.38
St Louis Forst h 12-41 at New York , Fernan
Detroit
de,
s
for
01'2
will be in contention for Georgia,
54
534
V.
13 4
Toronto
the other team for 3,238 yards and 21 Auburn has such stan- the top spot among area
544
o., 1 7
Houston .Knepper I4-s, at Atlanta Acker
the national champion- that could
Cleveland
2
1
.
n
,
5.
douts as center Ben independents.
57
5,4
9o,
make a run at touchdowns.
lot, Angeles , l'od4
.23o at San 14-1-44/14,44.0 Krtli(0.
Milwaukee
Long
ship because each faces the SEC
546
5*
49: I
I
Tamb
urel
title.
lo,
noted
defen
"I fully expect us to be
sive
as an explosive ofWest DeilS1011
an exceptionally difSaturdays Games
California
"I would not want to a better offensive team end Tracy Rocker and fensive machine,
C2
44
st louis at New York
Texas
FSU
ficult schedule.
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1985 home attendance at Big 10 football games
School
Avg.
Biggest crowd [opponent]
Illinois
76,273 76,397 [Michigan]
Indiana
37,590 51,752 [Purdue)
Iowa
66.129 66,350 [Michigan]
Michigan
105.588 106,102 [Ohio State]
tviichigan State
Minnesota
Northwestern
Ohio State
Purdue
Wisconsin

66,740
60,985
32,040
89.758
63,400
71.690
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78,234 [Michigan]
64,571 [Wisconsin]
47,278 [Iowa]
90,467 [Iowa]
69,388 [Notre Dame]
79,023 [Iowa]
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OUTDOOR LIFE
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Evansville outdoor show opens Saturday
Murray*s Jeannette Storey among
headliners giving two-day seminars
Every sport has its
heroes. Names that
come to mind every time
that a particular sport is
mentioned. When the
subject turns to fishing.
one name that always
emerges as a super star
is Tom Mann. That is,
unless you're a woman
and then you're apt to
think of Jeanette Storey
of Murray.
Visitors
to
the
Evansville
Hunting,
Fishing 8r Outdoors
Show, Aug. 16-17 will enjoy the best of all worlds

Jeanette Storey
‘mong Headliners

as they participate in two
full days of seminars
featuring not only Tom
Mann and Jeanette
Storey but also Harold
Knight and David Hale,
renowned for their
Original Tube Calls for
turkey and geese and
their Deer Formula; Al
Hamilton who's earned
acclaim as an angler for
bass, crappie, bluegill
and catfistv. Scotty
Lucas, who's well known
among the top fishermen
in the country and Ray
Harper, president of
Outdoors
Hoosier

Writers.
Duck and goose calling
contests as well as
turkey calling contests
will be held on Saturday
afternoon, hosted by
Ducks Unlimited and the
Indiana Chapter of the
National Turkey Federation respectively.
A major feature, too,
will be bass fishing
demonstrations
and
clinics using The giant
2.000 gallon fishing
simulator tank of the
American Fishing Institute of Terre Haute.

Admission to the show
is $3.50 in advance or
$4.50 at the door, $1 for
youths 14 and under. Advance tickets are on sale
at many bait and tackle
shops_ and hunting stores.
The advance tic,ket
also provides admission
to an outstanding pre.
show conference hosted
by outdoor writers
association for Indiana
and Kentucky. The conference will address
regulations and concerns
regarding the Ohio River
featuring key officials
from both states.
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tucky. Biologists suspect
bears currently in the
state are native to
Virginia
or
West
Virginia, two states with
comprehensive bear
management programs
and expanding bear
populations.
Most of the bears
sighted in Kentucky prove to be young adult
males who are wandering in search of permanent home ranges.
However, unconfirmed
reports of'female bears
with cubs40111greome—
from Harlan. Letcher,
Pike and Martin counties, indicating a resident
bear population poffhlly
could be .developing in
the commonwealth.

r

753-81178

Kenlake

Inquiries about black
bears are at an all-time
high in Eastern Kentucky, according to
Larry Short and Rich
Pais, wildlife biologists
Kentucky
with the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
Awakened interest in
bears has come about
because sightings of this
species have risen
dramatically in recent
years, the Iliologists say.
Already this year, bears
have been reported in
mountain counties from
Harlan in the, south to
Lawrence in the north:
The Department of
Fish
and
Wildlife
Resources is not stocking
bears anywhere in Ken-

Hard Times Shoot
set by bowhunters
The Jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Club has
scheduled its yearly
Hard Times Shoot for
Saturday. Aug. 23 at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Participants may
shoot anytime between 9
a.m. and 4 p.m. but
must start their last
round by 4 p.m., according to a club
spokesman.
The shoot will include
14 animal targets of
which several are 3-p
targets. The targets are
to be shot from unmarked distances from
ground and tree stands.

Bowhtinter equipment
with field points only
no broadheads may be
used. The shoot will be
governed by NFAA
Bowhunter class rules.
Shooters must shoot
two rounds if they wish
to qualify for the money
pay back.club
spokesman said. The
shoot will pay down
three places.
This will be good
practice for deer 'bow
season." the (.110
spokesman said.
Food and drinks will
be available at the
shoot.

Rain improves conditions
in some areas of Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP i — Rain in the
eastern and central
parts of Kentucky improved fishing conditions over the Aug. 9-10
weekend, the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources
reported today.
The lake-by-lake rundown of conditions:
KENTUCKY — Clear
to murky; falling. 1%
feet below summer pool,
86 degrees.
BARKLEY — Clear;
falling, 114 feet below
pool. 84.
BARREN — Clear;
stable at pool, 84.
NOLIN
s Ciear:
stable at pool. 85.
ROUGH RIVER — No
report available.
TAYLORSVILLE —
Clear to murky; stable
at pool, 81N..,

HERRINGTON — No
report available.
GREEN RIVER —
Clear; stable at pool, 83.
CUMBERLAND —
Clear; falling, 18 feet
below pool, 81.
DALE HOLLOW —
No report available.
LAUREL — Clear; 8
feet below pool, 85.
CAVE RUN — Clear;
stable at pool, 82.
PAINTSVILLE —
Clear; falling. 7 feet
below pool, 82.
BUCKHORN —
Clear; falling, 4% feet
below pool, 84.
GRAYSON
Clear;
stable, one-half foot
below pool, 80.
DEWEY — Clear to
murky; stable at pool,
80.
FISHTRAP — Clear;
stable at pool. 85.

SEMINAR SCHEDULE
Saturday, August 16
1st Floor
10:00 a.m.— AFI Fishing Simulator Demonstration/Clinic, "Flipping Techniques"
11:00 a.m.— AFI Fishing Simulator Demonstration/Clinic, "PlastiWorm-Jig & Pig
Fishing"
2:00 p.m.— Scotty Lucas "Casting & Fishing
Techniques for Youth"
2:30 p.m.— Ray Harper - Youth Fishing Clinic
5:00 p.m.— AFI Fishing Simulator Demonstration/Clinic "Fishing the Spinner
Bait & Buzz Bait"
8:30 p.m.— AFI Fishing Simulator Demonstration/Clinic "Crank Bait & Surface
Bait Fishing"
2nd Floor
10:00 a.m.— Scotty Lucas "Casting & Fishing
Tecniques for Youth"
10:30 a.m.— Ray Harper - Youth Fishing Clinic
12:00 Noon— David Hale & Harold Knight Turkey Seminar
1:00 p.m.— Turkey Calling Contest - Ind. Chap.
of Nat. Turkey Federation
5:00 p.m.— David Hale & Harold Knight Waterfowl Seminar
6:00 p.m.— Duck, Goose Calling Contest Evansville Chap. Ducks Unlimited
8:00 p.m.— Women's Fishing Clinic
Sunday, August 17
1st Floor
11:00 a.m.- AFI Fishing Simulator Demonstration/Clinic "Flipping Techniques"
1:00 p.m.— Jeanette Storey - "Fishing for
Women Only"
2:00 p.m.- AFI Fishing Simulator Demonstration/Clinic "PlastiWorm - Jig & Pig
Fishing
5:00 p.m.— Ray Harper - Youth Fishing Clinic
6:00
AFI Fishing Simulator Demonstration/Clinic "Fishing the Spinner
Bait & Buzz Bait"
2nd Floor
11:30 a.m.— Tom Mann
1:00 p.m.— David Hale & Harold Knight- Deer
Hunting Seminar
2:00 p.m.— Al Hamilton - Bluegill Fishing
Seminar
3:00 p.m.— Tom Mann
5:00 p.m.— Jeanette Storey - "Fishing for
Women Only"

If left alone, black the Department of Fish
bears are not dangerous. and Wildlife Resources is
say biologists. Un- to do nothing about bears
provoked attacks on occurring naturally in
humans by wild bears the wild. Yet, should a
are almost non-existent bear become a nuisance,
in the eastern United the department will atStates.
tempt to capture and
Most bears will flee at relocate the animal into
the sight of a human, a more remote area.
unless they have become
The bear that made a
accustomed to being fed. brief visit to Westrn KenSuch bears can lose this tucky
June
in
natural fear of people represented an isolated
and may become a and unusual incident. It
threat to life and proper- had wandered into the
ty. For this reason, bears state from Arkansas,
slam:MI-not be fed nor en, turned back south and
couraged to reamin in an was, at last report,
area by furnishing them somewhere in northern`
food.
Alabama.
A bear sighted in tht
For more information
wilds should be left about black bears in
alone. It is illegal to kilt Kentucky, call District
capture or otherwise Wildlife Biologist Larry
molest bears in Ken- Short 1606. 886-9608
tucky unless the animal Assistant
District
is posing a real and -im- Biologist Rich Pais(606,
Kentucky's
dove
mediate threat to life, 886-18691 or the Division
season will open Sept. 1
or
safety
property.
of Wildlife in Frankfort
and run through Oct. 31,
The current policy of 1502. 584-44061.
with the second phase of
the split season set for
Nov. 29 through Dec. 7.
As in the past, the daily
and possession limits
will be 12 and 24.
Shooting hours will be
from 11 a.m. until sunset
during the first part of
The deadline for apply- most of the forms have the season and from
ing for gun deer hunts on been completed correct- sunrise until sunset durDepartment of Fish and ly, a change in procedure ing the NovemberWildlife
Resources' this year is apparently
December phase of the
wildlife management giving some hunters pro- season.
areas is Aug. 31.
blems, Phillips says, !-„4
,
Dove hunters on the
The areas for which
The mdst connri pro-:: Ballard, Swan Lake.
applications
are blems are fal11rIg,puLa.5Kaler Bottoms. Peal and
necessary are West Ken- 22-cent stamp on- TEOk 'J.-Sloughs wildlife managetucky {regular and youth card pto•tiodn -of the ap-'7 ment areas must use
hunts), Yellowbank, plication Or more than steel shot this year.
Kleber, Dewey Lake, four hunters applying as
The
five-day
Higginson-Henry. Red- a party, Phillips says.
September duck season
bird and Beaver Creek.
Application.forms are will bpen Sept. 10 and run
Over 2,000 applications available from the through Sept. 14. The daihave been received so Department of Fish and
far, according to Deer Wildlife Resources, 1
Program Coordinator Game Farm Road.
John Phillips. Although Frankfort. Ky. 40601.

Dove and early duck
season dates released

Deer hunt application
deadline is August 21

Steel shot seminars
scheduled this month
Seminars designed to
acquaint hunters with
the
techniques
of
shooting steel shotgun
loads will be held Aug. 16
in Grant County and
Aug. 21 in Henderson.
After Sept. 1. steel shot
will be required in Kentucky's Western Waterfowl Zone, an area encompassing most of extreme Western Kentucky
and containing the
state's most productive
and popular waterfowl
hunting.
The Grant County
seminar will begin at
8:30 a.m. on the Curtis
Gates Lloyd Wildlife
Management Area near
Crittenden. The'seminar

will last until 11:30 a.m.
and will be followed by a
shooting clinic.
The Henderson clinic
will run from 6:00-10:00
p.m. at South Junior
High School,800 S. Alves
Street, Henderson. with
a shooting clinic set for
8:00 a.m. Aug. 22.
Those interested in
shooting should bring the
shotguns they normally
use for waterfowl hunting. Hearing protectors
are also recommended.
l'articipation in each
shooting clinleis limited
to 20 persons anti a drawing will determine participation if more than 20
want to shoot.

ly limit will be four
ducks,only two of which
may be wood ducks and
only one of which may be
a species other than
wood duck or teal.
Shooting hours are from
one-half hour before
sunrise until sunset.
Steel shot is required
for all waterfowl hunting
in Kentucky's Western
Waterfowl Zone effective
Sept. 1. Waterfowl
hunters must possess
both Kentucky and
federal
waterfowl
stamps in addition to a
valid Kentucky hunting
license.
Woodcock and snipe
season dates will be from
Oct. 1 through Dec. 4,
with bag and possession
limits of 5 and 10 on
woodcock and 8 and 16 on
snipe.

Squirrel season gets
underway on Saturday

Kentucky's 1986 squirrel hunting season will
open on the traditional
third Saturday in August
(Aug. 161, and earlyseason hunters should
find squirrels plentiful in
Western and Central
Kentucky.
However, there will be
only
slight
lm.
provements.in low squirrel
populations
in
Eastern Kentucky, according to a Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources' survey.
Squirrel numbers are
directly
related
to
amount of available
"mast" — naturally occurring wildlife food
such as nuts and seeds.
Years with good mast
crops will be followed by
high squirrel popula:

tions, while low mast
production will mean
fewer squirrels the
following year.
Three
successive
years of mast failures in
Eastern Kentucky have
resulted in squirrel
populations at or near
all-time low levels there.
Although some increase
in squirrel numbers is
expected this year,
population levels will
still be well below normal in the eastern part of
the state.
Heavy mast production in Central and
Western
Kentucky
should result in squirrel
numbers
that
are
-significantly higher"
than last year's levels,
according to the survey.
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These two night fishermen test the waters of Kentu
cky Lake. Because fish feed more heavily at night
during the summer months, more people are fishin
g Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley after the sun
goes down.
(TVA photo by Robert Bruck)

Many fishermen find after dark
is great time to enjoy lakes area
GOLDEN POND — If you
travel across the bridges to Land
Between The Lakes (LBLI after
the sun goes down, you may see
lights glowing in the water below.
The night fishermen are out on
the lakes again. And according to
LBL fisheries biologist Gary
Jenkins: their numbers are
growing.
Jenkins says more people are
-fishing at night because fish feed
more heavily at night during the
summer months. The lights you
see on the lakes are intended to
attract those night feeders to a
waiting hook.':Many people fish.
'Under the bridges and use lights
to attract crappie and white
bass," says Jenkins "The lights

attract minnows,and the concentration of minnows attract game
fish."
Jenkins offers the following
boating safety tips:
*The boat must be equipped
with running lights for night use.
For specific safety rules concerning nighttime boating, check
state and federal regulations, or
contact your local Coast Guard or
water patrol.
0When navigating the lakes
after dark, proceed with extra
caution and be on the lookout for
channel markers. The lakes are
shallow in some locations, and
it's very-easy to run aground if
yotrarb not taniiriat with the
area'-e,.
V
*Always wear a personal flota-

However, implementation was delayed one
year 'to allow ammunition retailers time to obtain quantities of the
steel-shop loads and to
reduce inventories of
lead shot. Lawrence says
that dealers within the
zone should now have an
adequate supply of the
non-toxic loads.
While lead shot is
banned for all waterfowl
hunting within the zone,
dove hunters on the
Ballard, Swan Lake,
Peal. Sloughs and Kaler
Bottoms
wildlife
management areas are
also restricted to non- .
toxic steel loads because
these areas also attact
ducks and geese.

tion device.
Anglers planning a trip to LBL
can get the latest information on
fishing conditions at Lake
Barkley and Kentucky Lake from
the LBL weekly fishing report.
The taped report gives information on what species of fish are
currently being caught and what
fishing techniques are most productive. The report also gives
lake conditions such as elevation,
surface water temperature, and
water clarity. The two-minute
message, which will be updated
every Thursday afternoon
through the fall. is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
For the fishing report, dial (502)
924-5602, and ask foT extension
202.

Waterfowl hunters in
the western zone and
dove hunters on these
wildlife areas may not
have lead shot loads in
their possession while
hunting.
The boundary for the
western zone begins at
the Tennessee line at
Fulton, runs up the Purchase Parkway to 1-24,
east to US 641, north to
US 60, north to US 41,
then north to the
Kentucky -Indiana
border near Henderson.
High concentrations of
lead are found in areas
which
are
heavily
hunted. Lead shot accumulates in shallow
marshes and fields
where it is ingested by

A group of 19 fifth and sixth graders from Murray and Callo
way ('ounty
recently enjoyed a week of outdoor fun and instru
ction at camp John Currie,
one of the three conservation education camps operated
by the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources. The campers, who have
all participated in
the Department's Conservation Education Program in the school
s, are: Mitzi Elkins, Stephanie Harper. Misty Hibbs, Jenny Lough, Anne
Paul, Christy
Beane, ('arrie Germann, April Haneline, Kay lin Haver
stock. Jennifer
McClain, Melissa Muscio, Beverly Outland. Sally Pace,
Tina Williams, Ami
Barnett, Hollie Cunningham. Krystal Foley, Laura Shous
e, Michelle Bybee.
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the feeding birds. At low
lead concentrations the
birds are weakened and
are less able to ward off
disease and predators,
while higher lead concentrations can result in
death by lead poisoning.
Data provided to the
Fish and Wildlife Commission indicated that
high concentrations of
lead have been found in
heavily hunted locales in
the Western Waterfowl
Zone, which has several
important
stopover
points for waterfowl
along the Mississippi
Flyway. This information prompted the commission to ban lead shot
in the zone.
A five-day duck season
Will open Sept. 10 and run
through Sept. 14. Hunters
may take four ducks, only two of which may be
wood ducks and only one
of which may be species
other than teal or wood
duck.
Waterfowl hunters are
required to possess both
state and federal waterfowl stamps in addition
to valid hunting licenses.

Oscar Hunt. Morgantown, has been appointed
to the post of assistant
director of the Division
of Law Enforcement for
the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources.
Hunt has served as
conservation officer for
Butler County for the
past eight years. His new
duties will include formulating
and
administering an intensive
in-service training program for the state's conservation officers He
will assume his -new
duties August-16, 1986.

Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant

aterfowl hunter,s to meet

A public meetin'g for
waterfowl hunters is
scheduled at 7:30p.m. Monday;
Aug. 18. in Rosenthal Hall, Room 111 on the
Paducah Community
College campus.
Biologists from the Kentucky
Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
will be available.to
discuss waterfowl seasons and
regulations for the
1986-87 season. Information
on the anticipated fall
flight will also be given.

Fur shop draws
buyers from afar
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. knew exactly what she
(AP) — Freeman's Fur should do — take them
Shop does not advertise. to a little place in
But somehow word of Hopkinsville called
514 S. 12th
Estb. 1956
the family business has Freeman's Fur Shop.
753-1750
spread far enough to
Most of their business c*M
XXXN_‘_tN_.t5&_NL‘
cr0AWNLV
lure customers from out comes from special
of state and as far away orders from people outE.C.A.E.E.VLE. E. E.E.
as the seat of New side Kentucky. Last
Or
York's garment district. year 82 percent of their
0
"The difference is you business came from out
0
can see it made here." of state — most from
0°
01
0
said Lindsay Freeman.
customers in Ten01
0
01
Freeman, who has nessee. Indiana. 01
0
Georg
ia
and
Florid
a.
0
1
been a partner for 23
0
One of their 01
OP
years with his dad.
Howard Freeman. said customers flew in by
the shop on North Main helicopter and landed in
Street does everything it the cemetery across the
takes to make a fur coat street. Others are more
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
traditional and put their
er
except tan the skins.
.0
11id
planes down at the local
10 1
"I just made a full- airport.
0 1/2 Miles From Murray On 94E.;
length coat for a woman
However, many of the 0
0
01
Telephone 502-753-6116 0
in New York City. She local residents
seem 0
0
lives within 25 blocks of unaware of the
business
the heart of the coun- that celebrates
its 50th
try's fur industry, but annivers
ary in
she bought a fur from
Hopkinsville this month.
us," he said.
"A lot of people who
At times, even the live here have
never
Freemans are baffled even known
about us.
as to the number of peo- Some of my friend
For over 30 years we have provids even
ple who have heard ask me'What
do y'all do
fishermen with the "freshest'. bait
ed
about their shop.
in there?'," Lindsay
in
the
Lakes Area
They remember a Freeman said.
Missouri woman who
When Howard
*Weekly wholesale route seriTC-e
brought several mink Freeman.82,
started his
•Bait
available 12 months
skins across the Cana- business, most
of the
•L. P. Gas-Ice-Tackle
dian border and told the furs came from
animals
customs officer she trapped in the
area. ToOpen 5 a.m.
really didn't know what day. most of the
furs are
she would do with them
purchased from dealers
21 2 miles 94 E. Murray
753-5693
once she got home.
in New York City who
04
6
1
-iat
The customs officer buy them from ranch
es

111i "Jai

THE JONES

ROI
Ell

We had to deal with a catching some super
steady north wind all bluegill on bream buster we all lost some big fish. through and plan on
The south wind blew
another next year'
week and it made rods and popping bus
pretty hard and finally
The water is low so
fishing on the main lake and Missy enjoys it
so forced us in before noon.
watch the stumps'
pretty tough. Most of the much she is thinki
ng We had a good trip
Happy Fishing'
big white bass are being abut fishing the
profesfound on the main lake sional circuit. The
last
drops and channels time out, when
there
where the wind calls the was a good mayfl
y
shots. Even with an an- hatch, they kept 35 very
chor you can't move the big bluegill and when
I
boat and stay on the met Missy she had a big
school very well.
beautiful smile to match
I did see a lot more their catch!
boats looking for the
Gary Crass. Kenny
stripes over the Cox and Gary Jones
weekend however.
have been chasing the
We Install Automotive Glass
We have been cat- black bass around some
ching a lot more good this week. They have
And We Also Make
sauger in the deeper fished just about every
Hydraulic Hoses.
water this week.
type of structure there
I prefer to use the is on Kentucky Lake
and
white slab spoon for all three have found
white bass, especially some fish. A lot of them
when they are not work- were dinks but they
ing the surface, and the were bass. I believe
sauger seem to love it.
Kenny put one five
Let the spoon down to pounder in the boat,
the bottom (20-25 feet I which he caught on a
and then lift it about a buzzbait.
foot with a vertical moI fished Thursday
Includes prime beef steaks, fresh
tion of the rod, allow the morning with Wayne
Ky.Lake
catfish, seafoods, plate lunch
lure to drop back to the Bennett, his grandson
es and
sandwiches.
bottom and most of the Kevin and a buddy of
*Savings up to $2.00 on
time the fish will strike Kevin's, David Wargo
some items'
it on the fall. To prevent We were after white
losing a lot of fish, stripes or sauger if they
change the•hook to one happened to strike.
size larger and check
I always hope for a big
the splitring often, some school to surface
of them are pretty whenever I have young
Hwy 68 & 80 at Aurora, Ky
weak.
Open5am 9pm 7 Days
potential fishermen
A Week
We seem to have a lot along but it didn't hapmore baitfish moving pen. The schools were
around and TVA has small and Scattered, not
EEEEEE.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.
dropped the lake level to staying on the surface
357, causing a lot more over 10 seconds at a
601
current, which really time. However, we did
helps to pia the fish oft manage to catch 58
the surface. Missy whites and yellows mixNesbitt is going to be a ed and culled them
pro fisherman . some down to 23 goad fish. si°
day! She and her. dad, David and Kevin both
J.T. Nesbitt. have been caught good whites and

Can't Afford To Miss!

Assistant laN•
enforcement
director named

ill

by Jerry Maupin

Iff Every Day Specials That You

Steel shot mandatory after Sept. 1
FRANKFORT—Nontoxic steel shot will be
amandatory in the
Western Waterfowl Zone
effective Sept. 1. 1986. for
all waterfowl hunting
and for dove hunting on
some wildlife management areas, according to
Jeff
Lawrence.
migratory bird program
coordinator for the Kentucky Department of
Fish
and
Wildlife
Resources.
The regulation banning lead shop was approved by the Fish and
Wildlife Commission last
August
because of
evidence of high lead
levels in waterfowl popu
lations on some hunting
areas in the zone.
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Local churches list service items weekend worship
Various churches in
Palestine
Murray and Calloway
Palestine United
County have released
Methodist Church will
information to the Mur- hear the pastor, the
ray Ledger & Times Rev. Marvin L. Napier,
concerning their ser- speak at 11 a.m. service.
vices on Sunday. Aug. Church School with
17, as follows:
Eugene Rudolph as
— — — —
superintendent will
Russell Chapel
start at 10 a.m No evenThe Rev. Marvin L. ing service will be
Napier. pastor, will con - conducted
duck worship service at
— — — —
9:45 a.m
at Russell
Seventh and Poplar
Chapel United
John Dale, minister,
Methodist Church. His will speak at 8:30 and
scripture will be from 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Romans 10:1. Church services at Seventh and
School will be at 10:45 Poplar Church of Christ.
a.M
His morning topic will
Revival services will be "God's Grace
begin at 7:30 p.m. Sun- Teaches Us" with scripday with the Rev. Eulas ture from Titus 2:11-13.
Greer as speaker. Ser- •'Because You've Askvices will continue ed" with scripture from
through Friday.
I Peter 3:15 will be his
— — — —
evening topic.

FROM THE
t
er,e
/4 PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1 Your banker will usually loan you all the
money you want, if, you can prove you don't
need it.
2. A man should never question his wife's
judgment. after all, just look who she married.
3. Two jobs of the preacher. comfort those
who are troubled, and trouble those who are too
comfortable.
4. It's amazing how willing some people are
to give God credit but so reluctant to give him
cash.
5 I went out to find a friend, but one friend
could not be found. I went out to be a friend and
found friends everywhere.
6. It is always better that we love people and
use money, instead of loving money and using
people.
7 Conference: A meeting at which people
talk about what they should already be doing.

TUCK'S PANEL1NG

Directing the song Memorial Baptist Dan Walker
will present services at Grace Bap- and Jennifer Culp as and Togetherness Sunservice will be Jerry Church.
the fourth in a series of tist Church.
organist.
day School Classes will
Bolls with an-Elmer Sholar, deacon lessons on
"Concerning
Leland Peeler, music
Sunday School will present special music at
nouncements by James of week, Bill Dodson, the Kings
of Israel from director, will direct the start at 10 a.m.
10:50 service.
Lee Harmon, Ron Greg Knedler and the books of
King,§ and Choir as members sing
—
—
—
—
Church School will
McNutt and Johnny Jonathan Gresham will Chronicles."
The "He Will Roll You Over
South Pleasant
begin at 9:45 a.m.
Bohannon.
assist in the services.
evangelistic service will the Tide" at the mornThe Rev, Bob Dotson,
Also assisting will be
Milton Greshan, start at 7 p.m.
Firs- t Baptist
ing hour. Dwane Jones
pastor, will speak about
Rick McKenzie, Jac minister of music, will
The Rev. Harold
will be organist and "A Voice Or An Echo"
— ———
Rose, Euin Dick, Joel direct the music with
Elm Grove Baptist
.Anita Smith will be at 10:45 a.m. service Nowell will be guest
Fisher. Gerge Patter- Margaret Wilkins and
The Rev. David pianist.
and direct Bible study speaker at 10:45 a.m.
son. Wayne Wilson, Brenda Hart as Brasher, pastor,
Sunday School with on Acts 8 at 6:30 p.m. service at First Baptist
will
Greg Roberts, Kenneth accompanists.
speak at 11 a.m. and James Rose as service at South Plea- Church. Also the comCleaver, Jamie Potts,
The Sanctuary Choir 6:45 p.m. services at superintendent, Regina sant Grove
United missioning of Rev. and
Bobby Fike Jr., James will sing "Sing to God" Elm Grove
Mrs. Nowell as misBaptist Peeler as organist and
Methodist Church.
Thurmond, rudy Tripp, and "Empower Me" at Church.
Susan Jones as pianist
Truman Whitfield will sionary appointees to
Thomas Schroader, morning service. The
Music will be directed will begin at 9:45 a.m.
direct the Church Choir Taiwan will be
Kim Alderdice and Em- Memorial Chorale will by Don Rowlett
————
with
as members sing "It is conducted.
manuel Manners.
sing "Jesus' Name Glenda Rowlett and
Dr. Greg Earwood,
Westside Baptist
Well with My Soul" at
Bible classes will Medley" at evening Teresa Suiter as
The Rev. Glynn Orr, the morning hour. pastor, will speak about
musistart at 9:50 a.m.
hour.
cians. The Junior Choir pastor, will speak about Clarkie Butterworth "The Pastor As Equip— — — —
Sunday School will will present a special "God's Law of the
will direct the evening per" at the 7 p.m. serPoplar Spring
start at 9:40 a.m. and selection at the morning Harvest" with scripture song service.
Kathy Er- vice. Also a report by
The Rev. Chester P. Church Training at 6 service.
from Galatians 6:7-9 at win will be organist and Montana Mission Team
Culver, pastor, will con- p.m.
Sunday School with 10:50 a.m. service and Tommy Gaines will be will be presented.
clude the series on "The
————
Assisting in the ser.
Brooks Oswalt as direc- about "The Christian
pianist.
Sermon on The Mount"
Lynn Grove
tor will start at 10 a.m. and Tithing" with scripAlso assisting will be vices will be the Rev.
at 11 a.m. service at
The Rev. Calvin Church Training with ture from Matthew
Ronnie Jackson, Donna G.T. Moody, associate
Poplar Spring Baptist Clark, pastor, will speak Jack Owens as director 23:23 at 6 p.m. service
at Jackson, Kathy Wrye, pastor, and R.P. Hodge,
Church. At the 7 p.m. at 9:30 a.m, service at will be at 6 p.m: Junior Westside Baptis
t Shannon Wrye, Darrel minister of
service the pastor will Lynn Grove United Choir also will meet at
6 Church.
Clark, Phil Liddle, youth/education.
continue the series on Methodist Church.
p.m.
Wayne Halley,
Tommy Scott will Larry McClain and Tan"Great Words of The
Charles Osborne will
minister of music, will
——— —
direct the music with ny Barnes.
Gospel" with the word, direct the song service
First Christian
Patsy Neale as organist
Sunday School will direct the Adult Choir as
"Sanctification."
with Fay Nell Kelso as
members sing "Ye Shall
Dr. David C. Roos, and Susie Scott as begin at 9:45 a.m.
Leading the music pianist and Judy Kelso pastor, will speak about pianist.
Be Witnesses" at morn—
—
—
—
will be Phillip Garrett, as organist.
ing hour. Also Bobby
"A Tale of Three Cities"
The Church Choir will
Sinking Spring
second -semester
Sunday School will with scripture from sing "Hand In Hand
Reeder will sing a solo.
The
Rev.
Darrell
sophomore at Murray start at 11 a.m.
Acts 13:1-3 at 10:45 a.m. With Jesus" and
Walker will be the Mr. Halley will sing a
State University, who
——— —
serNce at First Chris- Charles Peeler will sing speaker at 11 a.m. and 7 solo, "Satisfied with
comes in view of a call
Goshen Methodist
tian/ Church. Melanie a solo at morning hour.
p.m. services at Sinking Jesus" at evening hour.
as minister of music and
The pastor, the Rev. Roos Dawson will be
At the evening service Spring Baptist Church. Joan Bowker and Alene
youth. He will sing two Calvin Clark, will speak worship leader.
Lu Farmer will sing a W.P. Hurt will serve as Knight will be
solos. At the organ will at 11 a.m. service at
Margaret Boone will solo and a group com- deacon of the week.
accompanists.
be Hazel Brandon and at Goshen United direct the music
Sunday School will
with posed of Grant Lynch,
Michael Milby will
the piano will be Carol Methodist Church. He Gary Galloway
as Charlie Logsdon, Bill direct the music. Laura start at 9:30 a.m.
Kelly.
will be assisted by Len- organist.
Ticknor and Tommy Paschall will be Church Training, GAs,
Sunday School with nis Hale.
Assisting will be Scott will sing a special organist and Sharon RAs, Acteens and
Marty Futrell as direcPat Brunn will be Marilyn Stickler, Paul selection.
Furches will be pianist. Pioneer RAs will meet
tor will start at 10 a.m. organist and Suzanne Austin, Bill Koca,
Sunday School will
Don
Stinday School will at 6 p.m. A churchwide
Church Training with Coleman will be pianist McCord, June Vander- start at
10 a.m.
start at 10 a.m. and fellowship in honor the
Nathan Futrell as direc- for the service. Debbie Molen, Bryan
Warner,
— —— —
Church Training at 6 Nowell family will be at
tor will begin at 6 p.m.
Woods will give the Jo C. Williams, Clegg
8 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist
p.m.
— ———
Children's devotion.
Austin, Walt Apperson,
The Rev. George
— —— —
—
—
—
—
Memorial Baptist
Sunday School will Annie Forrester, Laura Culp, pastor, will speak
Martin's Chapel
First Methodist
The Rev. Jim Sim- begin at 10 a.m.
and Good Shepherd
Davis and Marie about "Christianity and
The Rev, A. Nowell
mons, pastor, will speak
————
Forrester.
Your Time" with scrip- Bingham, minister, will . The Rev. Bill Hart,
about "The Hope of
Milt Presbyterian
Sunday School will ture from Ephesians speak about "Religious pastor, will speak about
Glory" with scripture
The Rev. Thomas start at 9:30 a.m.
5:15-20 at 11 a.m. ser- Status Symbols" with "For God's Sake...Love
from Colossia*ns 1:25-29 Schellingerhout, ptstor,
Members are asked to vice and about "Where scripture from Philip- Him!" with scripture
at 11 a.m. service and will speak about "The note the change
in time To Get Wisdom" with pians 3:1-14 at 8:30 and from Deuteronomy
about "Pastor's Middle-Talented Per. for latec services
-star- scripture from James 10:50 a.m. services at 5:1-10, Luke 10:25-28 and
Mailbag" with scripture son" with scripture ting Sunday.
3:13-18 at 6 p.m. service First United Methodist I John 4:8-11 on Sunday.
from Micah 7:18-19 at j from Matthew 25:17 at
He will speak at 9:30
at Coldwater Baptist Church.
— — ——
p.m. service at 10 a.m, service at First
a.m.
at Martin's Chapel
Grace Baptist
Church.
Nadine Turner will
Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
Bobby Manning will sing a solo at 8:30 ser- United Methodist
Church and at 11 a.m. at
"Immortal Love" will pastor, will speak at direct the music with vice. Mensbe
rs of
Good Shepherd United
be sung by the Church 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Marge West as pianist Fellowship.
7:30, 5:30 MON-FRI
Outreach
Methodist Church.
Choir with Daniel Craig
SAT 7:30-3:00
as director and Alida
Graves as organist.
Church Scool will
(Cont'd from page 5)
start at 9 a.m.
————
Monday, Aug. 18
Monday, Aug. 18
Monday, Aug. 18
Lake-land Apostolic
VINYL
up
Murray Lodge No. 105
Calloway County
Ladies' Tennis flees at Murray State
The Rev. James H. Free and Accepted Athletic
TUB UNITS
Boosters will
Cain, pastor, will preWHIRLPOOLS
Masons will meet at 7:30 meet at 7 p.m. in library Groups of Murray Coun- University will resume
try Club will have a ban- regular office hours of 8
sent the sixth and last in
p.m. at lodge hall.
of Calloway County
quet starting at 6 p.m. at a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. Mona series of lessons on
————
High School.
the club. For informa- day through Friday.
"The prince of this
Hazel and Douglas
— ———
tion call 753-0696 or
— — ——
world cometh and hath Centers will be open
Physicals for
753-3862.
AA and Al-Anon will
nothing in me" in 10 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. freshm
en
football
Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
have an open meeting
—— — —
a
Tri
for activities by senior students at Calloway
Martin, TN
Purchase Area with potluck scheduled
preaching/teaching ses- citizens.
County High School will
901/587-3000
Development District at 7 p.m. at First Chrission at Lake -Land
— —— —
be given starting at 6:30
ApOstolic Church.
Calloway County p.m. in training room of Board of Directors will tian Church, Benton.
meet at 5 p.m. at office
————
In the 6 p.m. service Democratic Executive Stewart
Stadium, Mur- on U.S.
Parents Anonymous
Highwary 45
Committee will meet at ray State University.
will meet at 6 p.m. For
North, Mayfield.
7 p.m. in Miller Cour— ———
informat
ion call 762-6862
—
—
—
—
thouse Annex.
Reservations for lunParenting Class will or 762-6851.
— — ——
cheon on Tuesday at
meet at 7 p.m. in third
— ———
Free pap smear clinic Seven Seas by Murray
Murray Head Start
will be from 8 a.m. to Christian Women's Club floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway Coun- will accept applications
3:30 p.m. at Calloway should be made by noon
and register all children
County Health Center. today with Freda ty Hospital.
eligible
for Head Start
For an appointment call Lovett, 753-3999.
Administrative of. classes will be from 9
753-3381.
a.m. to 4 p.m. in Early
Childhood Center, North
16th Street. For inform•
tion call 753-6031.
— ———
Summer Celebration
hnoring new personnel
in Murray School
Industrial Average
-00.42
I.B.M.
134 •1
/
4 System will be from 5 to
Previous Close
1845.05
Ingersoll Rand
581
/
4 -3/4 6 p.m. in commons
area
Air Products
Jerrico
33/
1
2 +/
1
4
24B 241/8A
of Murray High School,
American Telephone
23/
1
2 unc
Kmart
53% +% Doran Road
and
Briggs & Stratton
32% + Vs
Kroger
83/
3
4 -11
/
4 Sycamore Street.
The
3914 .%
Chrysler
Overnight Trans•
31% -1
/
4 public is invited.
CSX Corp
30/
1
2 uric
JCPenney.
79% +%
—— ——
Dean Foods
.30% +%
Penwalt
50% -1
/
4
Events in Land BetDollar Gen. Store
17/
1
4B 17%A
Quaker Oats
83% +1
/
4 ween the
Lakes will inExxon
Sears
64 -1/s
44% -1
/
4 clude Birding Basics at
go% .
Ford
Texaco
• 303/8 +
9:30 a.m. and LBL
G.A.F.
Time Inc.
33% •%
82%
General Motors
441
/
4 unc Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
U.S.Tobacco
70% •5/a
73% +
Woodlands Nature
GenCorp, Inc.
Wal-Mart
46/
1
4 -%
Center; Iron Industry at
Goodrich
Wendy's
38/
1
2 +%
12-% 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Goodyear
32% -1/8
C.E.F. Yield
6.00
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
WOODMAN BUILDING
BETTY BOSTON
p.m. at Golden Pond
300 MAPLE STREET
JACK UDDBERG
Visitor Center.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753 3366

,!!‘rmstrortg

4x8 LATTICE and
Treated Lumber for
PATIOS and Decks

Events

$2.50

Miiiray Ledger & Times

Hot Off The Press!

Subscribers of the Murray LOger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only

Stock Market

$400
per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Only $4

Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

14 Oz. T-Bone
Includes choice of
potato, tossed salad
& French bread.
Thurs . Fri & Set. Aug 14th-16th/

$525

Name
Address

Box No.

City

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS'

State

Zip

Phone(

F• or More Information Call 753-1916

)

_

P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

$425

•Everry Thurs . Pr' & Sat • Evening

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

Close Out Sale
On Remaining
Gilson Stock
8 Tractors left, will sacrifice
• Financing Available •
Stock must move to make
room for new incoming stock

Hazel
Lawn & Garden
311 Main St.

492-8147

W. Sell, We Trade, W. Service"

•

;••.,

4

IMF: MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Soak up
4 Walks
9 Carpenters
tool
12 Period of
time
13 Danger
14 Artificial
language
15 Reaches
17 Home-run
king
19 Ceremony
20 Poker stake
21 Mohammedan noble
23 Threepronged
spears
27 Unattached
29 Roman date
30 Recto abbr
31 Actor Carney
32 Paramour
34 Large cask
35 Tellurium
2

symbol
36 Withered
37 Throw
39 Appraise
42 Writing fluids
43 City in Russia
44 Tolled
46 Frequently
48 Spoiled in
making
51 Tiny
52 Plague
54 Guido s high
note
55 Conducted
56 Scatter
57 Stallone, to
friends

4

12

5

8

.18

8 Defames
9 Alluring
woman
10 Fuss
8

23
28

31

32

35

38

39

40

18,

25

29

30

33

555

55.

37

38

44

42
45

555

555

55

49

55

52

53

28

34

41

51UU

11

uui

24

43
47

17

20

22

10

9
14

UNI

27

48

7

7 -Magnum,
„

13

19
21

6 Bitter vetch

1 Baltic —
2 Table scrap
3 New England
player
4 Part of
fireplace
5 Doctrine

50

as5555
54

58

57

11 Emerged
victorious
16 Broadcasts
18 The swee1sop
20 Assistant
21 Winged
22 Customs
24 Metal
fastener
25 Auto
compartment
26 Melodies
28 Ingredients
33 Spoken
34 Causes a
prickling
sensation
36 Father
38 Burbot
40 Carried
41 Expunge
45 Again
46 Night bird
47 Toll
48 Follows Feb.
49 Cloth
measure
50 Period of
time
53 Latin
conjunction

as
as

,Check the classifieds for today's bargains
THE FIRST MEETING OF
OUR LOCAL DESERT CLUB
WILL COME TO ORDER!

5066E5T THAT WE
_ FORMA _GROUP, AN42 VISIT OTHER DESERTS
AROUND THE WORLD..

Evansville newspaper
could close if sale delayed
EVANSV.ILLE, Ind.
If an agreement is not
(AP) - A newspaper renewed, it would clear

IVE E:EEM SUNBORNED
PUSHED IN ME MUD
AND GONE SWIMMING
WITH A PIG

I FEEL. WOWDE NOW
THAN I DID WHEN
I Gal HERE!

TOTAL EXHAUSTION
lb THE FIRT S)GN
oF $QCCE_5FUL.
VACATION!

SCO
teal$
MOD
480, 1,1+,1

Patur p

Synd,cate

in

SCR!T

,P7
THE'2A&WOOD
5ANDWICH
SOLING'S
GOOD

COMING up

IT NOT QUITE
WHAT I
EXPECTE?'

WHEN I WORK
WITH CHOPPECI
LIVER I

GET VERY
CREATIVE

consultant told a
Vanderburgh County
probate judge that The
Evansville Courier
_could_he. _forced_ out- of
business if the paper's
proposed sale to Scripps
Howard Newspapers is
not completed.
Scott Richards. a
senior valuation analyst
for Management Planning Inc., testified that
Scripps Howard, which
currently owns The
Evansville Press, probably would refuse to
renew a joint operating
agreement between the
two papers that expires
in 1998.

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!
THE FAR SIDE

LAST NIGHT,CONA
..
TOLO. ME TO PUI-1IN MY STOMACH

the way for Scripps
Howard to make the
Press a morning paper
in direct competition
.with the morning
Courier.
Richards said he did
not think the Courier
could survive such a
struggle.
"It would be difficult
for the Courier to compete against a national
company which is well
managed," he said.
Richards works for a
New Jersey company
hired by the Courier's
board of directors in
January to appraise the
newspaper's assets.

By GARY LARSON

1

,

3
511112M16W FOLLOW
THE HIGHWAY,.JUST ANEAP.,
VHAT DIRT Rot40,, LEFT.
FOLLOW IT,,
I SEE IT
.G0111

C.4571E-/N- THE-Alle

,•„

They weren't the most evil people In the world —
nor the best. They were the Village of the Darned.

PAGE 11

CLASSIFIEDS
1

FRANKFORT. Ky. remove polychlorinated
Jenkins said the plant
AP - The mysterious biphenyls, which were is nearl
y completed.
substance to be used in used for electrical in- The
Natural Resources
stripping old electrical sulation before they Cabi
net this week
equipment of deadly were banned by the grant
ed it a rainwater
PCBs at a plant in federal government as a
drainage permit, which
Henderson will remain cancer hazard.
would take effect Sept.
secret, despite a second
The commission, 7. barring court
action.
request by the Kentucky which advises the
Also in its report, the
Environmental Quality governor and Natural
commission:
Commission for Resources Cabinet on
- Criticized the U.S.
disclosure of its environmental matters
Environmental Protecmakeup, a company of- but has no enforcement
tion Agency's practice
ficial said.
power, asked UNISON of withho
lding review of
Divulging the formula for information about
a plant until after it is
for the flushing solution TF-1 in May.
constructed.
cryptically known as
It also voiced concern
- Urged the ComTF-1 may be good for about the plant's locamerce and Natural
public relations, but not tion just 1,600 feet from
Resources cabinets and
for business, said the Ohio River. the
the governor's office to
Wayne L. Jenkins, area's main source of
review state standards
manager of the plant be- public drinking water.
for industrial sites to ening built at the HenderOn Thursday, the sure public health is
son Riverport by
commission urged the protected.
UNISON Transformer
- Said an air company to reconsider
Services Inc., a subits refusal to divulge the pollution permit issued
sidiary of Union Carbide
makeup of TF-1. In the for the plant meets legal
Corp.
alternative, it asked requirements, but stop"We do have some
UNISON officials to list ped short of saying it aflarge corporations who
some chemicals that forded adequate protecare trying to compeie
would be comparable in tion to the public.
with us, but so far ...
- Recommended
toxicity to TF-1. Jenkins
they have not
said the latter request -professional mediademonstrated the
tion" between UNISON
would be considered.
technology," Jenkins
officials and Hendersonsaid after the commisIn its report Thurs- area citize
ns that have
sion's meeting day, the commission
bitterly fought the
Thursday.
reiterated its concern plant's constr
uction.
"We expended about the plant's locaCommission
several millions of tion, but rebuffed an at- memb
ers said it was
dollars in research and tempt by member Hank merel
y a suggestion to
development before we Graddy to put the com- help
the two sides
built the plant," Jenkins mission on record in op- under
stand each other.
said.
position to the site.
Howard E. Dunn. a
TF-1 would be used to
"The plant is built: University of
Southern
it's already there," said Indiana
chemistry proChairman William fessor and plant
oppoHorace Brown. "I don't nent, said the
suggesknow what can be done tion was "ridic
ulous."
to stop it unless they
"It's two years too
don't operate it late for
mediation,"
properly,''
Dunn said.

ODOR
BET
ALAS
PING
ERA
LOPE
ERE
SLITS
OPA
NE
SETS
LE
AM
COTES
MI TER
OUH E R
TAM
LEA
ROAM
TAD
DAND
ERR
GOA
PANTS
EARN
LAND
CE
TI
DINE
AB
OVA
ail AMI
ELA
PERPENDICULAR
TREE
NET
SL ID

DOWN
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15

PBC-stripper to remain secret

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

FRIDAY, AUGUST 15, 1956

Legal

1

Legal

Civil Action File No. 88-C1-042
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court, Republic Savings
Bank,formerly Home Federal Savings &
Loan Of Paducah - Murray Branch,
Plaintiff, versus Sharon H. Greenfield,
Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the June 27th Term thereof
1986, in the above cause, for the sum of
Twenty Thousand Three Hundred Sixty
Nine and 95/100 Dollars, with interest at
the rate of $6.26 per day-from the 27th day
of June 1986, until paid and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 25th day of August
1986, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of six months with deposit
of 20% day of sale, the following described property, to-wit:
Commencing 122 feet south of the northeast corner of what is known as the
Matthew's home place at a rock in the
center of the street; thence, west 100 feet;
thence, south 51 feet; thence east 100
feet; thence, north 51 feet to the beginning, and the remainder of the lot that this
grantor bought from H. L. Starks.
ALSO: A part of the northeast quarter
of section 27, township 2, range 4 east and
known as the Daniel Matthew's home
place, and the parcel of land herein conveyed being more particularly described
by commencing 172 feet south of the northeast corner of the said Matthew's lot at
a rock in the middle of the street; thence,
west 100 feet; thence, south 15 feet;
thence east 100 feet to the middle of the
street; thence, north 15 feet to thebeginning.
Mortgagor obtained title to the above
described property by deed from Mark A.
Howard et ux, dated the 10th day of
November, 1982 and of record on
Microfilm in Book 163, Cart 2313 in the
office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must deposit 20% day of sale, execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of
a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
STATEMENT OF
NONDISCRIMINATION
"West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation has filed with
the Federal Government a Compliance
Assurance in which it assures the
Rural Electrification Administration
that it will comply fully with all requirements of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964-and the Rules and
Regulations of the Department of
Agriculture issued thereunder, to the
end that no person in the United States
shall on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be otherwise subjected to
discrimination in the conduct of its program and the operation of its facilities.
Under this Assurance, this organization is committed not to discriminate
against any person on the ground of
race, color or national origin in its
policies and practices relating to applications for service or any other
policies and practices relating to treatment of beneficiaries and participants
including rates, conditions and extension of service, use of -any of its
facilities, attendance at and participation in any meetings of beneficiaries
and participants or the exercise of any
rights of such beneficiaries and participants in the conduct of the operations of this organization.
"Any person who believes himself, or
any specific class of individuals, to be
subjected by this organization to
discrimination prohibited by TiUe VI of
the Act and the Rules and Regulations
issued thereunder may, be himself or
a representative, file with the
Secretary of Agriculture, Washington.
D.C. 20250, or the Rural Electrification
Administration, Washington. D.C.
20250, or this organization, or all, a
written complaint. Such complaint
must be filed not later than 90 days
after the alleged discrimination, or by
such later date to which the Secretary
of Agriculture or the Rural Electrification Administration extends the time
for filing. Identity of complainants will
be kept confidential except to the extent necessary to carry out the purposes of the Rules and Regulations."

Hwy 641
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• Skateboard Expo At the NEW Wonder
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Bring your own board and join in!
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Legal

1
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CLASSIFIED

Commonwealth Of Kentucky
Court Of Justice
Legal
1
2
Legal
Notiie
In The Calloway Circuit Court
Help Wanted
16. Home Furnishings
24 M isc el la neous
i2
Apts I or Rent
Civil Action File No. 86-CI-0l3
7 FT print couch with
('hit Action File No. 86-CI-101
NEED
for temporary,
PHONE CENTER
SEASONED firewood. 2 BR furnished apt. at
COMMISSIONER'S Sale
part-time, temporary matching solid, large, Oak, hickory, mixed Cypress Springs.
Commissioner's Sale
Southside Shopping
by the
corduroy chair, earth
Commercial Rank And Trust Co. Plain- The Commonwealth
full-time,
or
temporary tone.
hardwoods, min. order- day, week or month. No
Center
$175.
Of Kentucky,
Call
753-6002.
permanent
positions.
tiff, versus Albert N inn Jackson, et at, Calloway
2 ricks- $30/ rick pets. Call 436-2594 if no
Phone installation,
Circuit Court, Bank of Murray,
We are an employment BASSETT couch & delivered. For a full answer 436-2231.
repairs. sales
chair,
Defendant.
$150;
handmade
placement
service with
Plaintiff, versus Paul F. Bennett and
measure- call John APT. for 2-3 men adjaResidential & business
NO'FICE OF SALE
vacancies to fill in the bunk beds. 1150; 10 H.P. Boyer at 753-0338.
cent to University. No
Judith L. Bennett and Calloway County, 753 0342 16 yrs exp.
Gravely tractor with
following
categories:
By virtue of a judgment and order of
SMALL pull type cam- pets. Call 753-8585.
Defendant.
Secretarial, business, mower deck & blade,
per. $500. Call 753-8780.
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
DELUXE duplex, 2 BR.
security, general main- $900. Call 753-4506.
NOTICE OF SALE
5 Lost and Found
STOP
by & see the new central heat/air. apSOFA,
makes
a
bed,
tenance
much
more.
&
rendered at the May 12th Term thereof,
By virtue of a judgment and order of LOST, large. dark Skilled & experienced good condition. Call BCS tiller for your fall pliances furnished.
198.6. in the above cause, for the sum of sale of the Calloway
tilling. Stokes tractor, Also. furnished "A"
Circuit Court Calico, female, long individuals need only to after 4p.m. 753-3209.
frame. Pine Bluff
TWO HUNDRED TWO THOUSAND rendered at the July
Reward offered. apply. Send brief re- WHIRLPOOL Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
11th Term thereof hair.
Vicinity of N. 5th St. sume to ESA University MICROWAVE ovens as USED aluminum waterfront. Coleman
ONE HUNDRE'D AND 18/100 dollars. 1986, in the above cause,
for the sum of Call after 5p.m 759-9370.
Station, P.O. Box 2080, low as $4 per week; 25" irrigation pipe, 3" thru RE 753-9898.
with interest at the rate of $60.31 per day Thirty Three Thousand
Magnavox color TV as 10". plastic roll-out FURNISHED apt.
Five Hundred LOST, long haired Murray. KY. 42071.
from the 9th day of December. 1985, unas $7 per week; pipe. Brannan Irriga- Married couple
Forty Three and 34/100 Dollars, with in- Calico cat, grey, beige WANTED- babysitter in low
preferred. Call 753-6762
& white. Vicinity of Hazel area. Call 492- Whirlpool automatic tion 314-246-2240.
til paid and its cost therein, I shall proterest in the amount of $1,205.44 through West Side Veterinary 8762 for more washer as low as $6 per WE have a few new during the week.
ceed to offer for sale at the Court House
week; Whirlpool re- push mowers left at MUR-Cal apts. NorApril 17. 1986, and with interest at the Clinic. Has stitches. information.
door in the City of Murray. Kentucky, to rate of $10.11 per day
WANTED: career frigerator as low as $8 bargain prices- includ- thwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR.
from the 18th day 435-4268.
LOST- two black kittens minded individual to per week. Goodyear ing the new Hi-Wheel Now renting. Equal
the highest bidder, at public auction on of April 1986, until paid
Push! Stokes Tractor Housing Opportunity.
and its cost in Southside area. service pro- 753-0595.
the 25th day of August, 1986, at 1:00 therein I shall proceed
753-1319 Industrial Rd.
759-4984,
to offer for sale at Please call 759-9334 or perty/casualty insuro'clock, P.M.,or thereabout, for cash. the the Court House door in
NICE 2 BR duplex with
take
Humane
to
ance
accounts
our
in
the City of Mur- Society.
carport in private area,
Benton. Ky. office. Ex- 19. Farm Equipment
following described property. to-wit:
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
ray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
appliances furnished.
perience is preferred. 2 DAMAGES- 18 ft.
3500 10x50 MOBILE home. No pets. Call
Tract I:
753-3343.
Send resume to David bushel grain bins with
public auction on the 25th day of August
Beginning at an iron stake on the south
$50 REWARD
Moffitt. Vice President, new snap on corrugated reasonable. Call 753- 1 or 2 bedroom Apart1986, at 10:00 o'clock a.m., or thereabout,
3015 after 5p.m.
ment near downtown
Peel & Holland, P.O floor. New 7 1/2
line of A.J. and,L.A. Wilson land and beH.P.
For information
upon a credit of 30 days
Box 97, Benton, KY. fan, gas dryer, com- 1056 ATLANTIC. 2 BR, Murray. Call 753-4109 or
ing the southwest corner of TVA land; described property, to-wit:the following
42025. No phone calls plete doors, transition gas, wood siding. Will 762-6650.
leading to the
thence north with TVA line 38-1,2 poles to
please.
unloading tubes. $1500. move & set-up. $6500. ONE or two BR duplex,
'A part of the Southeast Quarter of Secrecovery of a 10
Call 437-4608.
WANTED: women to 474-2796.
in nice residential area.
an iron stake; thence west 42 poles to an tion 36, Township 1,
speed silver boys
Range 3 East, and
Newly decorated. 3
make appointments by 350 CASE dozer, 6
-way 14x70 '78 HOLLY Park,
iron stake; thence south 38-42 poles to an more particularly
phone. Prefer older blade, good
2 BR. central heat/air, Blocks from campus.
grandprix bicycle,
described as follows:
condition.
iron stake; thence east 42 poles with TVA
person with experience. Call 354-8600.
2 acre wooded lot. Mid No pets. References
Beginning at a point in the center of
missing since July
Call 753-2654.
$20's. 121 N. 753-1953. preferred. Call 753-8585.
line to the beginning, containing 10 acres
31.
Kentucky Highway No. 783; thence in a
489-2854,
WE need immediate
QUIET. spacious,
more or less.
office help. Must have 20. Sports Equipment
southerly direction with the center of said
1971 12x40 MOBILE country living. 2 BR
Phone
good math skills. Some
home, 1 BR, utility duplex, appliances furThis being the same real estate conveyed road for a distance of 511 feet to a point;
typing required. Apply REMINGTON Wing room with washer 8r nished with carport. 2
753-9365
to Albert Winn Jackson on September 1. thence in a Westerly direction passing a
in person at Merchants Master 20 guage dryer hook-up, partially miles out 94 west. Call
shotgun. 28" barrel. furnished.
1969, by deed of George Wilson and wife, utility post for a distance of 210 feet to a
Grain or phone 753-9670.
$2900. Call 753-7951.
ventilate rib, modified 753-2928.
SLEEPING room or 2
Robbie Wilson. of record in Deed Book point; thence in a Northerly direction for
choke, like new, $225
'81 12x60 MOBILE room aptt 2 blocks from
Call 492-8604.
9. Situation Wanted
140. Page 404, in the Office of the Clerk a distance of 78.5 feet to a point; thence 6. Help Wanted
home, 2 BR, 1 3/4 acre, campus. ?iivailable now.
needed 2 I WILL stay with the
of the Calloway County Court.
in a Westerly direction for a distance of
Ky. Lake development. 1801 West Main. Call
days a week, in my sick or elderly, nights.
753-3984.
Call 436-2532.
2 2 . Musical
730.8 feet to a point; thence in a Norther- home, for 2 children.
Tract II:
Call for further in1-1OLLYPARK 1973 SMALL furnished
NARE drum with
Being on the waters of Tennessee River ly direction for a distance of 432.5 feet to .Light housekeeping formation. Call after
12x65, 2 BR, good apartment. $95. Privwhile children are in 5p.m. 753-4590.
case. Call 753-2630.
condition, insulated for ate. Single lady or
in Calloway County and described as part a point in the property line of Mrs, school.
Must have re- WILL do
'TROMBON
E
sale,
for
Northern zone. Re- married couple. No
of the Elkins land on Tennessee River Hildred Paschall; thence in an Easter4 ferences. & provide own ing. $5 general clean- excellent condition. frigerator,
hour. Excellent
stove, ceil- children. No pets. See at
transportatio
n.
direction
Call
753with
said
$300.
Paschall'
753-0619.
Call
s property
and known as the Ratterree land, and
references. 435-4338.
ing fan, underpinning, 407 South 8th Street.
8310.
ac. included. Must be TAKING - applications
beginning at a birch corner on the banks line for a distance of 940.8 feet to the point DO you need a job and WILL stay with elderly. 24. Miscellaneous
moved. Call 753-9873 or for Section 8. Rent
Good references. Call
of Tennessee River. being the southeast of beginning.
hope for the future? We
436-5836.
759-4128. Will clean
Subsidized, apt. 1. 2 or 3
now
have
5
openings houses
Being property conveyed to Paul F.
corner on L.P. Moody land; thence runSEVERAL 10' & 12' BR. Apply Hilldale
WANTE
that
include
D
training
Mobile homes. Ideal for Apts., Hardin. Ky.
ning west with said line to the corner of Bennett and wife, Judith L. Bennett of and placement.
You
lake or rental, furnished Equal Housing
General
same on the L.P. Moody line; thence record in Microfilm Book 159, Cabinet 1, may qualify if you don't 10. Business Opportunity
or unftrrnished. AC. Opportunity.
Secretary
south with D.F. Bucy's line to James A. Drawer 11, Card 1511, in the office of the have a GED or High
Negotiable. 753-5209.
School
diploma and
Must have good
34. Houses for Rent
AMAZING PROFITS
Patterson's northwest' corner; thence Clerk of the Callaway County Court.
have been out of school
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Selling books by mod. Es•
English, spelling and
For the purchase price, the purchaser 9 months or more and
2 BR house, washer!.
east with James A. Patterson and L.P.
pert tells how. Send self ad10x40 FURNISHED, dryer hook-up. wooded
math. At least 25
bloody's line to a rock on river; thence must execute bond, with approved are between ages of 16 &
dressed envelope for
natural gas; sit con- lot; .. neat Murray. . No
22. Call., us at JTPA
yrs.,
able
to
drive,
-north- With -the meanders of said river to securities, bearing legal interest from the 753-9378 Monday-Friday
details.
ditioned. Near Univers- pets. Responsiele
pleasant personality,
ity. Prefer 1 person. couple. $185. ReTop Quality
the beginning. containing 300 acres, more day of sale, until paid, and having the 8a.m.-1p.m.
Phone 753-3895 after - ferences. Deposit. 753Merchandisers
some computer skills
or less, EXCEPT a parcel of land con- force and effect of a judgment. Bidders, EASY ASSEMBLY
7551.
5p.m.
301 N 5th Murray KY 42071
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
if
possible
not
but
veyed to Earl Knight. et al, dated March will be pregared to-comply promptly with Guaranteed payment.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or 3 BR. 2 bath, deck.
necessary. Part-time
unfurnished, some new office, double carport,
9, 1971, and recorded in Book 149, Card these terms.
No sales. Details-- send
furniture, natural gas- garbage disposal, builtworking toward full
Frank L. Ryan stamped envelope: Open your own beautiful
317, and also EXCEPT a tract of land
electric, air con- in oven & cook-top. T.V.
Elan- 332. 3418 Endiscount shoe store
time.
Master Commissioner terprise,
conveyed to George Wilson, et ux, dated
ditioned. Shady Oaks tower. $275 a month. 6
Ft. Pierce. Fl.
Ladies-Childrens-Mens All
753-5209.
miles from Murray.
Calloway Circuit Court 33482.
CHRISTIAN
first quality merchandise
April 30. 1954, and recorded in Deed Book
Reference & deposit
NICE
2
BR
trailer.
Nationally known brands
near
EXPERIENCED over
97, Page 304 in the Office of the Clerk of
SERVICES INC.
Murray. No pets. Call required. 753-2876 after
the road truck driver. •Liz Claiborne 'Evan
the Calloway County Court, and also ex437-4781
6p.m only.
Picone 'Andrew Geller '9
489-2611.
Must
be
at
least
25
yrs.
2
Notice
2.Notice
West •Bandolino •Amalfi
cept that portion heretofore sold to TVA.
10 a.m.-10 p.m.
REAL nice 2 BR with 3 BR brick, 1 112 bath.
of age & 2 yrs. over the
built-in living room, on den with wood stove.
road verifiable. Call •Nike and many more
For Appointment
$ 16,900.00
A 1:42 interest in the mineral rights in the
to
private lot, near Central heat & air. $400.
436-2837.
$39,900.00.
includes
1 yearlease. 753-0430.
Murray Part
above described real estate was retainGENERAL office work.
beginning
13 UNDLES of slab nished, stove, fur- 3 RR brick.
inventory ,
2 bath, 2 car
reSend resume to Box 342.
ed by A.J. Wilson for a period of 30 years
training-fixtures installed
wood. Charley Tubbs frigerator.•
air cond . carport, fireplace, cenMurray. Ky.
grand
opening
promotions
Mill,
Saw
Camden.
Tn.
from date hereof; however, it is
washer & dryer hook- tral heat & air. Walk-in
MAINTENANCE man
and round trip air fare Call
901-584-3306 after 7p.m.
up. Has large double closet. 1 year lease.
understood that should operations involvfor Dixieland Shopping
today. Prestige Fashions
CARPET. approx. 38 garage. Phone 489-2300.
$480. 753-0430.
501-329-2362.
Center. Experience
ing mineral deposits on said lands begin
sq. yds., yellow, good
FEMALE roomate to
could
improve
salary
if
condition,
1100. Call
within the said 30-year period, then such
share furnished house.
S Service ability is proven. Bring
30. Business Rentals
753-1766.
Reasonable expenses.
mineral rights so retained will not terCenter has economy references with phone & 11 . Instruction
COMMODORE 64 OFFICE space in References required.
mufflers for $21.95 in- address. Must be capaminate at the end of said 30-year period
computer with manual, Southside Shopping Call 759-4011.
stalled. 200 N. 4th St.. ble of working with out PIANO. Want to learn
7 months
but shall remain vested absolutely in the
Murray, Ky. 753-6001.
supervision. Start at to play by music or 753-7353. old. $100. Call Center. Call 753-4509. FURNISHED. 3 BR
753-6612
house for 3 college girls.
Grantor until such time as the said
BARRETT'S Service $4 /per hour. NO maybe go one step
EARLY American hidenear University. Call
Center has heavy duty SMOKERS PLEASE. further & develope your
minerals are exhausted, or at the end of
chair.
a-bed
&
Also,
ear.
Lessons
in
my
753-4974.
Monroe shocks for $8.88. Apply at M&G Glass,
CREEK VIEW
20 years. whichever expires first.
3-speed
ladies
bicycles.
home.
Call
753-7370.
TWO bedroom, garage.
200 N. 4th St., Murray, Dixieland Center.
Call 474-2765 after 6p.m.
SELF
utility, stove, reKy. 753-6001.
MEDICAL assistant 14. Want to
This being the same real estate conveyed
Buy
GRASS
is
growing
&
frigerator, married
GLASS work, auto needed for busy doc
STORAGE
to Albert Winn Jackson on April 30, 1971,
will
continue
to
grow
couples only, no pets.
glass, plate glass, in- tor's office. Full-time. 2 PRONG 3 pt. hitch hay
Hwy. 641 N.
this summer! Swap for
by deed of A.J. Wilson and wife, Lurley
deposit references. Call
sulated glass, window Experienced personnel hauler. Call 435-4429.
new
a
wheel
horse
now.
24 Hr. private entrance
492-8594,
glass, glass table tops, only. Send resume to APT. size gas range in
Wilson, of record in Book 149. Cabinet 1,
Prices
will
never be
mirrors and patio door P.O. Box 1040-L, good condition. Call
753-6734
lower! Instant credit!
Drawer 1, Card 1054 in the Office of the
36 For Rent or Lease
474-2361.
glass. Store fronts Murray.
90
days
same
as cash!
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
storm window doors &
WILL buy junk cars &
EXTRA nice, large, 4
32.
Stokes
Tractor,
Apts
for Rent
Industscreens repaired and
trucks. Call 753-3633.
BR house to responsible
TRUCK DRIVERS
rial Rd. 753-1319.
Tract III:
replaced. M&G Glass
1 BIR all( .804 Coldwater family. Appliances. No
IT'S not to early to think Rd. 1/2 block from
15. Articles for Sale
Lying and being at Fort Hymon in
Growing Again
Co., Dixieland Center,
pets. References. Call
about your chain _saw
753-0180.
We need a few good
ELECTRONIC
Callow-ay County, Kentucky, in and near
organ. needs for fall wood campus. No pets. Call 753-7457.
753-9393.
PAMS Cake Hut- when
Baldwin. like new. cutting! See us at
drivers. Qualifico
to Sections 30 and 31. Township 1, Ranges
you need a cake for any
Double keyboard. Stokes Tractor. Indust- 1 BR apts. See Brandon 37. Livestock -Supplies
tions: 25 years old, 2
6 and 7 East, and bounded as follows.
reason call Pam's Cake
Dill, Dill's Trailer Ct.
pedals, automatic rial Rd. 753-1319.
PAINT Mare- 16H my
years of recent over
Hut. Their cakes are
1 BR furnished apt., air first horse- trading up.
rythm. Includes bench LARGE,
to-wit:
large,
large
the road experience &
always fluffy & moist
and instruction course.
conditioned, water fur- Good trail horse. $750
selection of storage
Beginning at a point designated as U.S.
and iced with a butter
nished. 121 North. next neg. 753-2793.
$1495. Call 753-8115.
good driving record.
buildings
in
stock
for
cream icing made from
TVA Monument 66-1A, located in the Se1-IARVEST gold re- immediate delivery. to Fairground. Call REGISTERED Quarter
Benefits: family health
All families interested
scratch. Their decoratfrigerator. $275. Call Acree Portable 753-3139.
horses, trailer, saddles,
cond Magisterial District of Calloway
care, life insurance,
ing is superb. Best of all
in the maintenance of
759-4909 after 5p.m.
Buildings, Mayfield, 2- 2 BR apts. at Em- all accessories and
bonus,
fuel
vacation
County Kentucky. tCoordinates: N
their prices re great
bassy.
Call
Hendon Cemetery
753-3530.
more. '79 Cutlass. '78
JOAN'S Varieties, Ky. 502-247-7831.
So give us Er call. We
pay & much more.
70.050; E L321.341 ) in the boundary of the
near Model. Tn. are
sidewalk sale values on LARGE round bales of 2 BR. 2 bath apt.. near Cadillac. '72 Chevrolet
promise you'll be glad
Applications
accepted
pickup. 753-7929.
United States of America's land; thence
all summer merchan- clover hay. Also. University. No pets
asked to send donayou did. 759-4492 or
SIMMENTAL and
at
the
Murray
dise. New shipment of Poulan chain saw, ex- Call 753-3949.
437-4455 evenings.
South 50 degrees 23 minutes East, 1024 tions to Mrs. Everett
Terminal
ladies coordinates at cellent condition. Call 2 BR duplex apt. with Simbrah bulls. PerSEEKING bids for
feet to an iron pipe; thence South 0 Watson. Dover, Tn.
storage. $200. Deposit formance & semen
discount prices. Down- after 10a.m. 474-2744.
window repairs, paint &
Paschall Truck
tested. Excellent qual37058. Work on
E degrees 8 minutes East, 417 feet to an
toWn Murray, 753-9569.
CRYTES Used Office required. Call 753-3509.
carpentry work.
Lines Incorporated
SMALL freezer, excel- Furniture. 1016 Jeffer- API'. Including all ity. 8650 & up. Cadiz.
iron pipe: thence North 74 degrees 03 straightening
Memorial Baptist
of
Ky. 522-8794.
!Ivy. 641
lent conditon, $125. son St., Paducah, KY. utilities except phone
Church. Call Jackie for
stones, leveling and
minutes West, 240 feet to an iron pipe:
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1411 before 442-4302. Desks, chairs, Nicely furnished. 2 38 Pets-Supplies
details 753-3182
thence South 33 degrees 10 minutes West, marking graves is
9a.m. or after 5p.m., all files and much more- blocks from University.
502-753-1717
Good quality used For 2 female students. REGISTERED English
planned.
day Sat
971 feet to the TVA Monument 66-1E;
each 1145 a month or Setter puppies, chamfurniture.
thence South 44 degrees 53 minutes East,
PROTECT your in- married couple $290 a pion blood linex- Ghost
Nugget, west Dame & Gystgagits
352 feet to TVA Monument 66-1F; thence 1.11
vestment put a rubber month. Deposit re- Train, Mr. Thor. I'M
side of square
bed mat in your new quired. Non smokers Oscar, Flaming Star.
North 38 degrees 21 minutes East, 1630 Mayfield.
Ky. 247-6762
Call 753-9350
pick-up truck. Also, please Call 753-2813
Register Now
SPEND YOUR TIME MAKING
feet to TVA Monument 66-1G; thence Diamonds, black hills
have tool boxes for
SSSSSISSSSII
II • • a
North 66 degrees 05 minutes West. 281 gold, 14kt. gold chains
SPENDING MONEY
753-4647
compact pick-ups
•
sell for less'" "We
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
Now !hal yOu have more lime on your hands it S
feet to TVA Monument 66-1H; thence "We
Showtime's Back To School Specials
guarantee it.' Jimmy WANTED: People
RON'S Muffler will •
tiM
piarcse
eye
OU
S tried your band at earning extra cash at
of all
North 27 degrees 24 minutes West, 246 Thompson Jeweler.
Rent a VCR
ages to worship God
change your oil filter
Mon., Aug. 18 to Fri., noon '9.95
feet to TVA Monument 66-1I; thence
with us at Russell
with lobe. $14.95; heavy
It s easy it S tun and well give you a choice of
Chapel United Methodconvenient
duty shocks. $15.90 inor part-time schedules to choose
Also, Rent 3 Movies, Get 4th 1 Free,
North 30 degrees 14 minutes West, 475
Do you need
from Think that's great'
ist Church, each Sunday
)Well. mere s more
stalled; mufflers. $26.95
Exchange 1 or all for 99' each, the
feet to an iron pipe; thence North 86
9:45a.m. Friendly folks.
installed. 400 N. 4th St.
HARDEE'S also verve: up important benefits to
prayer?
whole week of Aug. 18th
Church is located on
OUI crew members ernicn include
753-3514.
degrees 16 minutes West. 530 feet to TVA
Counseli
THIS WEEKEND SPECIAL
ng?
Hwy.
732,
near
Center
SEARS
lawn tractor. A
•Cot,Iplett Iraintng program
Monument 66-2; thence North 86 degrees
Call 474-2347 for
•Reil discounts
h.p. B&S, 36", nice. •
5 Movies for '9.95-Due back Mon.
Call 753-1622 Ridge.
16 minutes West. 149 feet to the point of
more information.
•Valustile *or% experience
1250. Call 753-7820.
VCR Fri.-Mon.'6.95
eAdvaoceeneht opportunity
beginning.
•
753-7217 WANT to be sure you
Rent / Get 1 Free Cards Not Vekl Dunne The Special
look great in your new
Remember time is Money So apply now at the
BETHESDA
A one-half interest in all coal, oil, and
Ag Brokers Custom
Natdtte S located at
fall clothes and for the
•
Showtime
rest of your life, have a
other mineral rights in and under said
• Dixieland
Spreading Service
MINISTRIES
Center
753 7731
skin
color
analysis done
•
•Ag bine
real estate was specifically reserved by
115 S. 4th St.
free. Call Doris
• •• ••••••• • •
641 & Chestnut
Rainey T. Wells, et ux, and not conveyed.
•Stac-Dust Spread,n,i
753-3790
753-324
6
•Seed Weed &
This being the same real estate conveyed
Trade exchange
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Spreading
NOTICE
to Albert Winn Jackson on September 18,
options on
Gold
For
Silver
all
your
fall
Our
Sales
Force
will
agricultural
1953, by deed from Ropey T. Wells and
Closed
Closed
spreading & seed
be here to better
commodities,
wife. Tennie D.'Wells, of record in Deed
Yesterday
385.70 Yesterday
5 31
needs se
precious metals,
serve you urril 6:30
Book 95, Page 521, in the office of the
Opened
Opened
foreign
currencies,
p.m. on Monday,
Ag Brokers
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Today
387.50 Today
5.34
etc. Limited risk,
Tuesday, Thursday
753-4533
Up
For the purchase price, the purchaser
180 Up
.03
unlimited profit
get.e.
Industrial Rd
and Friday
II Mit
must pay cash. Bidders will be prepared
Compliments of:
potential
Purdom
to comply promptly with these terms.
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
For information call
WHITE wedding dress.
713 S 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Motors
Inc.
sllr&
veil,
David
Parker,
white
chan
Frank L. Ryan
753 7113
tiny lace size 5, never
1406 W Main
Where Good People Go For Good Food"
Introducing Broker
kiny Gold, Sitio., & Diamonds
Master Commissioner
worn $250 or best offer
Murray, Ky
We loan money on anything of violin.
502-753-5204
Call 759-1234 after 5p m
Calloway Circuit Court

nABYSITTER

-

Lordy,
Lordy
Liz is 40.

nARRETT

Lygdia Wow*

-r I

VNIV

135315

7$3-2504

Hoots 10 6 Doily. Closed Sunday
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Public Sales

Public Sales

41

Public Sales

41

Putilic

Mray Ledger & Times
Sales

46. Homes for Sale

49
Used Cars
52
Boats Motors
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
1979
(
.111
.:1
3 BR, living room.
Nova. 6
surfer, Sailrider
cyl
2-dr Call before 11
dining room, kitchen,
ROOFING, Siding,
with accessories
Yearry's Tree
bath, utility, upstairs 2.30 753-1570
Concrete work. AdGreat for beginner
unfurnished on approx 1 1980 ‘01.KSlit AGON $400.
Call 753-8512 after
Aug. 15 & 16
& Yard Service ditions. Painting,
1/2 acre, aluminum Rabbit diesel, extra 5p.m
General Carpentry.
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Free Estimates
siding, carport, large nice. approx 50 mpg
P.A. Molony
1607 Farmer
Sat. Only
753-1428.
workshop, fruit trees. Excellent condition.
Phone 436-2562
Free Estimates.
South 641 White house
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Call after 4p.m. Asking 11400 Call 753- 53
Ave.
753.
SEWING Machine Re.
Services Offered
0789
Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
on the right, 4 miles
500 Broad St.
8780.
489-2333.
pair. All makes and
Sat. 8 til ?
Experienced
At Faith Apostolic
(Corner of Broad
past
LOG home on Ky. Lake, 1982 BUICK Park Ave
Big
John's.
models Home k fn
approximately 2625 sq. Elegant car. like nevi
Lots of clOthes,
LICENSED Electrician dustrial Bag
Church Parking Lot
Household items, Ad& Vine)
closing
ROOFING
ft., 2 story with full inside & out Call 492
for residential and machines. Also
miral freezer, stereo
located on 121
Honda
Trail
scissor
books, some
70,
Metal & Shingles.
basement, large deck & 8959.
comme
rcial
.
Heati
ng
sharpening_ 40 yrs
Washer/Dryer, clothes.
system, 13" TV, tools
acros
s
from
John'
Alumi
s
porch.
and
num
Extra
1983
&
air
lot.
furni
condit
Great
Vinyl
ture
ion,
MAZD
junk
&
A
gas
.
626. excelexperience All wore
wicker furniture, riding
& fishing equipment.
house for large family. lent condition, 1 owner
installation and repair
Savings Center.
Siding.
guaranteed Kenneth
lawn mower, household
Must sell. 436-2573 after 48.000 miles Call 474
Phone
753-720
3.
Barnhill 753-2674
Free estimates.
items
13p.m. or weekends.
8542.
MASONRY work- brick Stella, Ky
Call 759-1600
NICE, remodeled, 2. 1984 NISSAN Maxim
block,
stucco
. No job to SUMMER is the time
a
story older home on 1 mist blue, low mileage.
big or to small. either deadv.00d
acre lot within five extra nice Price
Specia
lizing
in mobile remove diseased
re- 2 MEN want to do yard
miles of town. Large duced, must sell.
d or unwanted tr.
Call work. Tree trimming. home. Call 901-243-4104.
,
pool and deck with 753-6836 evenings.
MITC
HELL Paving. For all your needsremoval of unwanted
satellite. $31,000. Call 1984 VAN. Bristo
Comm
ercial. re- Bover's Tree Sert
l Coach trees & shrubbery, mow
753-6185.•
Conversion': all options. yards. light hauling & sidential. Large or the 'professionals
small
. 30 years ex- 753-0338
excellent condition Call wood for sale. Free
PRICE reduced. 4 BR, 2 753-650
8.
estimates. 753-0680 or perience. Call 753-1537.
Sat.
bath, double garage•
7
til
?
Sat. Aug. 16
MOBILE HOME 411111110a4=;
-;f4;;;2--.;,En. Sat.
much more. Mid '60's " 1,985, FORD 3'-Bird, 75971633,
1607 Catalina Dr.
Specialist Repair and make wet basemc, 'Call Bob 753-1492 Cen, 12.000 miles, excellent ALL type masonry
108 N. 7th St.
7 a.m.-?
preventative mainten- dry Work complet.
tury 21 Loretta Jobs condition, loaded. work, block, brick.
$8,600 Phone 436-5403 or concrete, driveways, ance. Roofs, floors, guaranteed. Cali
704 Poplar St.
•
Realtors.
T-Shirts, Sweat
Country crafts, furBaby
items,
753-5742
sidewalks, patios, house plumbing, wiring. write Morgan (••••
REMODELED. Good
Truck tool box,
niture, household
Shirts,
hurri
cane
Crafts,
struct
straps
ion
759
foun
1985
Co
Rt
household items,
dati
GMC
ons,
515. $5500.
new
location. Near college
4850.
items,
microwave oven &
409A. Paducah. K.
stereo,
Clothes & Misc.
and shopping. Large 1974 455 Formula. like chimneys or chimney MOO
cloth
es.
DY'S Mower 42001 or call 1-442-7026
repai
bedsp
new
r.
reads
25
1979
drape
,
years exChrysler New
s.
stand and much
rooms. Upstairs area
Items.
Repai
childrens clothes and
for expansion. Central Yorker. $2800 Honda perience. Free es- deliv r- pickup and WE buy, sell & rev+. •
more.
ery. All work air conditioners 1 .
50. $200. 1985 Yamaha 80 timates. Call Charles
H/A. Carpet. 136.000
much more.
guaranteed. Call 753- Electric 759-1577
4 -wheeler. $750. Piano Barnett 753-5476.
1004 Main. 759-1265.
5668.
$100. Call 759-9673 or APPLIANCE
WILL do bushhoggir
REMODELED 3 Bdrm.
753-6438.
SERVICE. Kenmore, MOWING, hauling. and order gardens
home w/vinyl siding,
bushe
s
&
W
est
trees
inghouse.
pruned 753-8590.
.carport & attached '77 FORD LTD 4-dr.
or removed. spray un- WILL do bushh
oggp
storage building. 2 ceil- For more information Whirlpool. 23 years wante
d
weeds
exper
, etc. Call Call 753-7746 or 753-961 ience. Parts and
ing fans, gas heat and call 7 5 3-2 57 7
759-48
08
servic
or
759-9661 7
e. Bobby Hopper.
1/2 basement. Priced 7a.m.-8p.m.
Saturday
'78
Ford 4-door. Bob's Appliance Ser- evenings per week.
In 30's. 753-1500.
vice,
ODD
202 S. 5th St.
job specialist,
1669 Ryan
air, auto.. p.s.. p.b.
Refinish &
Super insulated 2 or 3 Many more options. Business 753-4872, 436- ceiling fans, electrical.
Sat. 7-12
Ave.
Repai
r Work
5848
plumbing. Tencing. You
i home
BR home with passive Call 759-1813.
300 N. 8th St.
Experienced
Something for
solar green house. 2 '79 T -BIRD. extra APPLIANCE repair- name . it. I do it. . You
baths, large kitchen & clean, auto.. ps. pb. ac. washers- dryers. buy, I pstall. You
& Qualified
Lawn mower, ineveryone.
refrigerators- ranges. break. I fix. Call 436dining area. Also, cen- $2195. Call 753-8702.
Also For Sale fant clothes, toys,
tral heat & air. Nide '82 REGAL Limited. 4 air cond. George Hodge 2868 evenings.
Rain or Shine
tools, couch, ping
Depression and
corner lot. 848.500. 753- door, all power. air, & Son, 10 Dixieljind PAINTIS. G.,
.Papex
Shopping Center 753- hanging, commerical or
0563 Tripp Williams. nice car. $5200
pong & picnic table
Fiest
a Glassware
Call 4669.
residential. Free esBroker & SOLAR 753-8464.
& lots lots more.
Oak Furniture
timate
s,
Refere
HOME BUILDERS.
nces.
25
NEED to sell- 1978
years experience.
WELL built country Fairmont. standard
Irrigation Resident.'
Tremon Farris 759-1987
home with fotir acres shift. Reasonably
CAMPBELL WELL
for sale. 5 rooms, bath, priced. Call 753.0172
DRILLING
upstairs, basement, after 5p.m.
RENT ME COMPANY
McKenzie. Tn
deck & porch: 8 miles
Cell Collect
503 Walnut St.
southwest of Murray.
43. Real Estate
901 352 3671 or
We rent construcMiddle thirties. Call
901 352 5704
Canterbury area
55 Feed and Seed
KOPPERUD Realty 753-16
Saturday
Free Estimates
64.
tion equipment,
offers a complete range
-1k36 & 1539
HAY. Red Z'Iove•
a.m.
of
7
Real Estate services
-?
large & small.
Clara •Timothy,
Fri. & Sat.
\ Oxford
with a wide selection of 47. Motorcycles
APPL
IANC
E
REPA
IR
Goo
d,
Bad
753-3062
chard grass. Call 7',
1600 Wiswell
Hwy. 94 East
quality home In the city
Factory authorized for
7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
4454 or 759-942,
.
& in the county. All 1981 CB 650 CUSTOM,
Tappan, Kelvinator 'and
Cre
No
3 miles
dit
Road
Sat., Aug. 16
price ranges. Phone black with chrome exBrown
.
Servic
e
on
gas
'Greenfields selling
753-1222 for courteous. tras, white letter tires,
Something for
No. Int.
and. electric ranges,
16- & 10 Speed
out,
antiques,
competent Real Estate includes 2 black fulmer
microwaves, disbicycle, handmade
full
faced
helmet
ever
s.
yone
Ban
$1400
!
kru
service. We make buypt
h washers, reglassware, furor
best
Cabbage Patch Dolls
offer.
753-40
91
or
ing & selling Real
frigerators, etc. Earl
niture, deep freeze,
753-9164 after 6p.m.
We carry the note
Estate easy for you.
($15), skate board
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753'
7
8
YAM
CUSTOM K ITCHEN CABINETS
AHA
everything cheap.
650
WE need listings- we
5341.
(540), toys, clothes
Call Sammy
specia
l.
$550.
Call 753have
CARP
buyer
ET
8. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Instal
s.
lation
Wilson 7283.
and etc.
,
'
c's 753-6448
Real Estate 753-3263.
professional service.
() 4 H
Also repairs. Satisfac20 '1 AC'.
tion guaranteed. Glenn
49
Used Cars
44. Lots for Sale
EXPFk ioCi
50. Used Trucks
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
Bebber 759-1247.
1941
PLYM
Ot
RAISED PANEL DOORS
TH 2- 1963 FORD pickup. runs bAV
BEAUTIFUL wooded
E'S
Win
, 1101 Story
dow
'door
etch
seda
• ow • Walnut • C
n.
Body. good, $300. Call 753-8119.
lot. 2 blocks from
Clean
ing
Residential.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
University. $8500. Tripp chrome in excellent 1965 1!2 TON Chevy commercial.
•
Sat. Aug. 16
-KITCHEN CABINE TOPS • VANITIES
one &
Fri. & Sat.
Williams. Broker & shape. Motor, trans- truck, short bed, $900. story. References two • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURET & FURNIT
URE REFINISHING
•
10";
8-4
Solar Home Builder, mission, and running Fair condition. 6 cylin- Senior Citizen
•
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy & See Our Display
8 til 5 3/4 of a mile
•
discou
nt.
gear
all
in
good
shape. der. Call 435-4458.
753-05
63.
Clot
hes,
753-98
verti
73
or 436-5836.
cal
•409 Sunbury Circle
753-5940
north of Coldwater
DON'T miss this oppor- Needs interior work, 1966 FORD pickup, runs FENCE sales
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOO • •
grand piano, new
at Sears
on 1836.
tunity to own 5 wooded brake work and battery. good. Phone 753-8430.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
tandy printer, misc.
acres only 1/2 mile Has original manual 1973 CBE% Y
Clothes infant to
longbed, for free estimate for
and spare tire. Almost
from
lake.
The
Cance
locati
l if rains.
on
307 V-8. automatic your needs.
adult,
shoes,
is on KY 1918 near new wide white--wall trans., ps, am-fm
cass- GENERAL HOME
115 South 13th Street ....i4
',f.7
purses & books,
Hamlin and Pine Bluff. tires. 61.000 original ette, good tires,
....,.-r
i-.:7
-...
1N
71P.'
extra REPAIR. 15 years exmiles. A great restoraMurray
Kentucky 4207..'S .10
All
it
takes
is
a
small ble old
good k clean condition
.
s.
,
ceramics & misc.
,
3
i
perie
nce.
Carpe
ntry.
car.
Best
offer!
502-753-3491
down payment and $141
$1995. Call 435-4338 concrete, plumbing,
per month for 36 See at 1629 Miller. anytime.
roofing. siding. NO JOB
4
'71. • months. This is at the 753-7276.
1974 DATSt•N pickup. TO SMALL. Free eslow interest rate of 8r-', 1967 RALLY Sport 1977
r
Honda Accord. timates. Days 753-6973,
owner financing. Ken Camaro. needs fender, 5-spe
ed. Call for in• nights 474-2276.
Shores Estates. has all other parts. Call form
ation 436-2868 GENERAL Building
753-4763.
753-7531.
evenings.
Repair- 20 years exTRAILER Lot itt Keniana 1973 CHRYSLER New 1975
DODGE pickup perience. Roofing &
Shores, Hamlin, lake ac- Yorker. 440 engine, D-100
Adventurer, ps. painting. indoor & outcess, new septic tank, clean, new brakes, tires_ ob.
SALES • RENTALS
air. Call 435-4354 door. Odd jobs. No job
never used. water and & exhaust system. $700 after
to
Chem
small.
icals•Maintenance
6p.m.
474-80
57
Fri. & Sat.
electric available. Call 405 S. 10th St. Murray.
1977 DODGE 4 wheel
1977
DATS
UN
436-22
13-210
89 after 3 pm.
8 til 12
coupe, just overhauled, drive. Ram Charger.
ALUMINUM
45. Farms for Sale
Hwy. 280 5th
new tires. 40 mpg. 1955 17 1...2 it Bass
Asking $1250. Call 759- boat, 150 Mariner. 753SER
VICE CO.
house on right
6129 after 5p.m
5 MILES east of 9665.
Aluminum and vinyl
1978
Murra
DODC1
y,
31
E
acres,
flat
nice
bed.
1
1977
TOWN
past
car. Needs
East
siding. Custom trim
3 4 ton, dual wheels,
story farm house with TLC. Make offer.
Call
work. References.
Elementary.
aluminum siding. Extra 753-8628.
excellent condition Call
Coll will Ed Bailey
435-4361 or 759-1099
nice outbuilding. Call 1978
CHEVROLET
TOMMY SANDERS
Saturday Aug. 16
753-0689
wori,
492-8613.
Camaro. ps. pb. air,
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
SAL
SPORTSMAN'S dream, am•fm stereo, 43.000
REPRESENTATIVE FOR
ES
GREENHOUSES and
170 acre farm, mostly actual miles, $3700. Call
1704 Magnolia
sun rooms, starting
BRO
WN & BIGELOW
wooded, has spring fed 753-6644.
with your patio foundaDrive
bottom. Would make 1979 CHEV
tion. Enjoy the outside
Y
Malib
u.
Small appliances,
nice, private lake. 436
all year. Custom built
4-dr., good condition.
Fri. & Sat.
5438.
stereo,
(502) 753-3299
energy saver homes.
$1500 Call 759-4175
T.V.,
9 a.m.-5 p.m
Saturday
Contracted or hourly So
1985 Chev. swb
Norman Rockwell Calendars
recorders,
Balloons
lar home builders
203 N. 12th
303 S. 6th
Pens
14000 m.
Matches -- Yearly Date Planners
children's items,
Tripp Williams 753-0M3
Computer printer, CB
4000 Specialty items to choose from
8 a.m.-?
unique odds ahd
1979 Chev. swb
GUF.RING by Sears
radio,
bookcase,
New
Loca
women's
ted
Sears
16
mile
conti
s
nort
nuous
ends
h of Paris
gut.
65000 m.
plant stand, carpet,
ters installed for your
clothing, men's
Landing and
Extra Nice Trucks
mile
porch swing, antique
s
Sout
h
of
speci
ficat
ions.
Call
clothing, area rug,
file cabinet, chNdrens
Sears 753-2330 for free
Murray, Ky.
Call or see at
t.v.
stand
,
lamp
&
estima
te
clothes,
walker,
Rick's Vinyl Roofs
I4AMILTON Cultured
shades, shoes,
stroller,
rocking
753 9872
Marble. tops, sinks Hwy.
121
many
new
horse, toys & much
car
panels, custom made
New
Conc
ord, Ky.
mats, end table.
more. No Early Sales
1-()RP 1- 150 Far; vanities Free Est 7532 miles from state
ger, 4x4. short wheel 9400
base. $4.000 Must see to INSULATION blown in
line. Inside if rains
Sweaters
appreciate. Call after by Sears TVA apFri. 6-5
First Quality
5p.m. 489.2204.
proved Save on those
Chambray
Sat. 6-Noon
1986 FORD Ranger. high heating and coolFantastic
Skirts
extra sharp. 4 cyl
ing bills Call Sears
No early sales
Prices'
Blouses
5.spd.. red, chrome 753 • 2310 for free
3 miles south of Murray
Sat. 7-2
Refrigerator. dryer. color
wheels. Grand Am estimate.
& More
on 121 across from Old
TV, tables. chairs. 1975
N. 4th next to Sager
radial tires, chrome J L. McKnight & Sons
Salem Road.
Toyota
Cake.
1977
LTD.
Glove Factory.
bumpet and bed rails. Sawmill on Poor Farm
kitchen utensils. wall pla
Fri & Sat
sliding rear window and Rd. Buyer of standing
Lots of girls Esprit &
ques,
glassware. new'Mc
Clothes, infant thru
louvers 5000 miles. timber. Call 753-7528.
other nice clothes,
60.000 mile extened JOINER'S
tric paint sprayer. new hair
adult, swing set, reconcomplete
size 1-2 tq 5-6, mans
warranty $6800 Make tree service. 32
dryers, 3 tape players,
ditioning kit, coffee
yrs.
sizes sm & med.,
offer Call 753-7307
experience. Also.
several dish sett, hi chair,
table, exercise tread
2'
,2 miles N Murray
'79 DATSI'N. 4 speed stumps mechanically
household
figurines watches. like
items,
mill, unfinished wood
Formerly Wiggins Furn
Al condition Call 753. removed 10'' below
Hwy 641 N
new ladies petite. y and
books, dishes &
2410.
pieces. GMC auto AC
surface. Call 153-0366.
Open Thurs -Sat 9 5
boys clothing and much
much more.
Sun 1 5
'83 FORD Econoline LEE'S CARPET
conversion kit
more
van, air, ps. ph. excel. CLEANING For all
lent condition $3550 your carpet & upholstIf your chimney has not been cleaned in
Call 753-5490
ery cleaning For a free
over a year, you're risking your home and
estimate call 153-5827
Campers
51
Satisfied references
your health. Let us clean it today'
1973 CRFE. '20 ft long
CAPS
INSTALLED
With air & awning Good
condition l'rice $2200.
SCREENS INSTALLED
Call 753-7930.
1977 20' .1AY00 with air.
Sat. Aug. 16
excellent eondition Call
753-9823
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
8-4
CAMPER trailer. IS ft.
Installing
Hwy.
94 East ap
city
nice,
air,
bath.
ref . gas
Behind Barber
sewer, water lines
pros. 3% mi. Watch
and or electric. stovo.,
Shop
two
couch
es. upper
& septic tanks. All
for signs.
bunk Call 753.366(1
Clothing, lots of
types
Hazel, Ky.
backhoe
ZOAC
HMAN -24' deluxe
houtehold
items,
work
Fri. & Sat.
camper. air, awning
stereo w/stand.
Prowler 17'. air awn
e'5&4
4
.
ing. Both extra nice
BILL LINDLEY OWNER
30 Years Experience
ED UNDLEY SR MGR
011 491 EIMIO or 192 8651

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

rle

41

PAGE

MOVING
SALE

5 Family
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

Backyard
Sale

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Saturday
406 South
16th Street
7 a.m.-?

4 Party
Yard Sale

303
Woodlawn
Saturday
Aug. 16

GARAGE
SALE

WINE)

Yard Sale
& Car
Wash $3

YAFt
SALE

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

Saturday
Aug. 16th
7-4
1404 Hughes

GARAGE
SALE

YARD
SALE

Saturday
Aug. 16
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
504 S. 9th

YARD SALE

Friday &
Saturday
1901
Coldwater
Rd.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

Saturday
8-12
1906-A
Westwood
Dr.

(13

Yard Sale

4 WHEEL
DRIVES

Specialty Advertising

Two Quiet Opportunities
8

SALE

Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

Saturday
8-2
219
Woodlawn

Yard Sale

Large
Yard
Sale

Yard'
Sale.

JEANS & THINGS

Three bedroom home with 3
lakeview lots, $35,500.
Two bedroom, all electric cottage,
lakeview lot, $20,500.
615-331-6066

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -Level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hottub, attractively
.decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Offered at $74,500. Owner
will consider trade.
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

••••••,.

•

-

Hubert Coles
Antiques
492-8714 •

Look (4.,
Need Car

Yard Sale

•

L.T.D.

01.1ung.s

FIVE PARTY
YARD SALE

• •

Rex Camp
Backboe
- Service

TOP HAT

(901) 642-1331

753-9224

•*.

•
mlo.o.a•M•4•••••

•
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(Mat'kill
Mrs. Lucy McMillan Oman
Mrs Huey McMillan
Cowan Williams, 93,
mother of James C.
Williams of Murray.
died about 645 this morning in her home in
Paris. Tenn.. following
a lengthy illness.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete. McEvoy
Funeral Home of Paris
will be in charge
Mrs Williams was the
widow of William Percy
illiams who died in
1970 ending a 43-year
career as owner and
editor of the Paris PostIntelligeneer.
They bought the P-I as
a weekly in 1927 and
converted it to a daily in
1930 The newspaper is
published by Paris
Publishing Co.. Inc.
Williams remained
chairman of the board
• :th the publishing company until her death
t,,day
Mrs
Williams had
• s(. served as president
si the Ledger & Times
Publishing Co., until
97:: when it was sold to
Nturray Newspapers,
At the time of her
,ieath, she remained
chairman of the
Fiaton i Ky. Publishing
t. y McMillan
Cowan was born Feb.
tt:t in Tullahoma,
Tonn . the daughter of

Mary Lee McMillan and
Otey C. Cowan. She was
married to W P.
Williams on June 12.
1912 at the home of her
parents who had moved
to Ensley, Ala.. a
suburb of Birmingham.
Mrs. Williams moved
to Paris in 1927 after
spending the first 30
years of her life in
Tullahoma and S. Pittsburgh Tenn.. Birm
ingham, Tuscaloosa and
Florence. Ala.
She and her late hus
band had six children
when they moved to
Paris. and their seventh
was born in Paris.
Mrs. Williams had
been a member of the
First Presbyterian
Church for more than 5s
_years., .She taught., the
women's Bible class for
about 30 years and gave
it up only because of
failing eyesight.
She served as president of the church
women's association,
West Tennessee
Presbyterial and a.
member of the church
board of trustees. She
was active in many
other church and civic
organizations in Paris
as well asin Murray.
She was listed in Who's
Who of American
Women.
Until her illness
almost two years ago

MOW

ilhiani

she wrote Down the
Garden Path, a weekly
column, which was also
carried in the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Her oldest son Percy M.
Williams died in 1978.
Five children in addition to James C.
Williams of Murray,
also survive. They are
W. Bryant Williams of

l'aris. 1/r. H. Let,
Williams of Memphis,
Eunice Mitchell Clark 01
Fulton, Jean Herrman
of Coal City. Ill., and the
Rev. Ernest Williams ot
Oncinnatti.
Also surviving are 20

Let us
show you
the town.
Loretta Jobs Realtors

grandchildren, 37 great
grandchildren and five
great-great-grandchildren.

The
Blue Dots
Are Coming!
New at Pizza Inn
Seven Day Noon Buffet
with TV
'7-Day 'Soon

PIZZA INN
BUFFET

753-1492
OFFICE OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TILL 7:00
LOCATED 1200 SYCAMORE ST.

Put Number 1 to work for you:

PRESTIGE, LOCATION,
COMFORT

COUNTRY ESTATE
Build family memories, gourmet
kitchen - open spaces with 76
acres. Call 753-1492.

One of the most elegant homes in
most desired area. Lovely
custom built home lends itself to
both formal and casual lifestyles.
Beautiful amenities throughout.
Call Marie today 753-1492.

BUILT FOR A F.AMIIN
Designed for fun - energy efficient - Call Mary Jane for your
showing of this four bedroom 753-1492.

ALL l'01' CAN EAT

$2•99
11
a.111.-2 p.111.

Deaver's attorney
says nothing wrong

&

r-

%-.ASHINGTON
_Al' •
at'torney for lobMichat-1 K. Deaver
sa.d Thursday that the
oimer presidential aide
nothing wr-Ong by
erisortaining three high-iet-el White House officials at a fancy dinner
party last March.
"Nothing in the law
prohibits social contacts
with current government officials." Randall

J. Turk said when asked
about the..March 18 party that Deaver hosted
for Korean Ambassador
Kyung-Won Kim.
Deaver represents the
Korean government and
the Daewoo Corp., a
Korean industrial
company.
Records filed at the
Justice Department's
foreign agents registration unit show that
David Waller, then a
senior associate counsel
at the White House:
Dennis Thomas, the top
APi aide to White House
WASHINGTON
- The Food and Drug Chief of Staff Donald T.
Administration said Regan, and Stephen
Thursday consumers in- Danzansky. a special
lit states may have an assistant to President
imported semi-soft Reagan. were among
heese in their the 60 guests who atrefrigerator that con- tended the party at a
tains potentially lethal posh hotel.
twicteria.
The dinner occurred
The FDA said it is about 10 months after
searching for 56 wheels Deaver left the White
of Morbier. Rippoz, a House where he served
Fr&'rtt h cheese, but as deputy chief of staff.
believes some of the
neese may be in the
rtands of consumers.
The I2-pound. uncod-d
heels come from a
thatmay contain
.steria
ytngen
s, a
2.•ria that killed
more than 80 people in
California last year.
The El)A said Crystal
Food Import Corp. of
East Boston. Mass., the
importer, issued a
recall for 52 wheels
from distributors and
retailers in New York
ohm. Pennsylvania
Nev. Jersey, Virginia
.Georgia. Texas. Ver
niopt. Maine and
Massachusetts.

FDA reports
cheese

Pizza inn
753-0900
-

Olympic.Plaza ,

Col

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

ENTERTAINER'S DREAM
3.226 sq. ft. of beautiful living
area -.four spacious bedrooms
3 large baths.- library - add pine
trees, pond and 2.46 acres. Call
Mary Jane 753-1492.

features 3 bedrooms with cornpartmenalized bath. Add family
room with firefIlace and formal
dining - owner wants a proposal.
Call 753-1492

N1,A1111.. 5ON11.1.1%1 Is NOSS

Can you find a four bedroom,two
bath, thievel priced for 344.750"
Yes, tiTTI Carol-753-1492.

GM

GINIIrAl. MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM l'arts

$300
Cash Rebate

WISH VOL COULD SEE
ME NOW!
1. My light, bright interior. 2. My
flowing floor plan. 3. My
bedrooms with hardwood floors
- Call Marie to see me.

FAMILIES GROW BETTER IN
This southern 4 bedroom is calling for you. Owner will consider
trade lor smaller house. Call Andy - 753-1492.

TASTE TEMPTING
To see is to want it. Immaculate
and tastefully decorated in earth
tone colors. Li V ing area
overflows into picturesque dining
room. Add 3 bedrooms. 2 baths.
fenced yard, you'll want to call
Renee 753-1492

on 10-20-30
Series Trucks
Big Pickups & 1 Tons

2 Wheel or 4 Wheel Drive
Through August 22
PURCHASE
DWAIN
AREA
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC. Clit
753-2617

641 6. Murray

DEALER

It's Famous For A Reason: QUALITY!
• Beautiful strubboble flat finish
• Easy rioter rlean-up
• •arrety of popular colors

Hog market

WHATEVER IT TAKES!

. We'll work it out! Bedroom wing

,14,-,41 stmt..
N.0.1.6• 4pri,lep
%worse II iuM4
1,
,
ntrolo. Pus
,Nu" Sr.-.. Hog Market
Itelorril In. holey A
It......44rt• 5,4 1414 I ci WOO Barrows
S. lilt.
100154, %usu. under 5110
m<wt14 •Iread,
I • ! 420 4:01 11•4
1414 44, 44 till
I • I ! 400 no Lb,
401 5044.410
I • ! n• roil I f"
SIM .50 44.151
1 I
I I,.
442.1•14.1.!Wo
So..•
I
I.1"
$ttI.IN) 54.11N
I • I 4 VII 14r 1.1m
Aim szt.e. •
I• 4
AM 140
s.io.un 44 liii
• I 4 0•Or SIM IN.
Maio MIAMI

THE BEST SELLER LIST
You cannot find a better maintained livable home priced in the
40's, with central heat'n air...Immaculate! Call 753-1492 now for
Andy or Loretta.

A HOME THAT
SAYS WELCOME
A lifestyle in itself will be yours
in this immaculate 4 bedroom
well-planned home. This home is
. ideally suited for family living
and entertaining.. Centrally
located to shopping and MS17.
Call us.

ROOM TO GROW —
I can be a five bedroom home or
I can be a three bedroom with income...1 have large bedrooms,
spacious living room with dining
area. I'm located on a cul-de-sac
- Call 753-1492 now. I'm just now
on the market. Call Andy or
Loretta.

EASY COUNTRY LIVING
In this Bedford stone home on 2
plus acres. Comfortable casual
spaces in the house and wide
open spaces outside. Includes
30x30 shop and pond stocked with
fish. Doesn't it sound inviting.
Call Marie now.

HOUSE 1101 111 I I.
Home is a feeling - the kind you'll
get when you walk into this 4
bedroom plus study home. Call
Bob for your showing 753-1492.

LIKE A NEN PENNY
-Mature--trees.. provides serene
setting for this exceptional wellmaintained three bedroom
home. For your showing, call
James.

LIGHT & SINVI
This is the view that looks to the
lake. I not only have 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, but have a huge den party room with fireplace. Call
Marie to start your lake living 753-1492.

ATTENTION RENTERS:
An excellent buy you may pay
less than rent. or put your
business here - zoned 13-3. Call
I /avid 753-1492

NEW ON THE MARKET...
Fenced yard for children, pets or
garden. Central heat and air, but
priced only in 40's. Call Bob 753-1492.

rt.

o•pr 400 It" ell MI
I • ! I Ilia 540 lb.
144.40 51110
Roar. 144 Olt la AN

CorrectionLOUISVILLE. .Ky.
- The Associated
Press reported erroneously Wednesday
that Dr. Irving Spector
of Philadelphia had
shipped human heads in
a UPS package.
The doctor 'was
misidintifted•• by the
Philadelphra *medical
.examiner's office. The
heads were shipped by
Dr. Martin Spector, according to Philadelphia
police Capt. Robert
Grasso.

THERE COMES A TIME
When you can buy a three
bedroom near Murray State for
in the 20's' This is it! Call Renee
753-1492

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
Redecorated 3 bedroom in quiet
neighborhood. Garage is heated,
insulated and wired. Call James
before you pay more for
less..20's.

SOARS ABOVE
THE AVERAGE
Four bedrooms, formal dining large kitchen/den combo - all
tucked away on a low traffic
street . Priced GO's. Call Bob
753-1492

Durable Enamel Beauty
For Walls and Trim!
•
Erot• "n.011,1.
• V"i vesay tfrlos wo.rirly
•

•

tkri SPIOD SA TIN ,nle•

• ("1"1 orp ve.11, wet"

FOR THE SENIOR

Black's Decorating Center
701 S. 4th

753-0839

PICTURE THESE...
Beautiful inside and out Top executive area Manicured 4 acres,
year round entertainment Call
731 1492

f
• •.••••11"..."

AND BEHIND THIS DOOR...
Come explore and now you can
buy this warm and charming
home Call now for Bob

EXECI-TIVE
NesUed behind a grove of,mature
4rees is this traditional design
which is ideal for entertaining or
family gatherings. Come to out
office and see the video. Owner

wants offers! No reasonable offer turned down!

